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The Murray Ledger & Times
Groundbreaking ceremonies on a $3
million project at Murray State
University to convert the Waterfield
Student Union Building into the main
campus library were held Saturday on
the MSU campus.
Harry Lee Waterfield, of Frankfort,
former two-time lieutenant governor
and native of Calloway County and for
whom the new library will be named,
participated in the groundbreaking, as
well as members of his family.
The building has served as the center
for student activities from 1959 until
arlier this year. Dr. Edwin
ker, director of the library, also
spoke the ceremony. Represen-
tatives of and Arterburn of
Paducah, the g al contractor, and
Peck Associates of • ucah, the ar-
chitectural firm vfere o .et titc
ceremony, along with other s city,
Expected to take ?A months to
complete, the project consists of ex-
tensive renovation of the existinw
structure and a three-level addition to
the front of the building.
When completed in July, 1978, the
library project will include 'almost
100,000 square feet of space, more than
57,000 in the existing structure and
40,800 in the addition.
The old library, one of the campus
landmarks since it was built in 1931,
along with the C. S. Lowry Addition,
completed in 1967, will house special
collections, the Department of Library
Science, and other functional offices of
the university.
A portion of the former University
School is temporarily serving as the
student center. Plans for a new
University Center are underway, with
construction expected to begin in late
county, ahd university officials. summer.
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GROUNDBREAKING—Former It. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield, his wife, and
grandchildren Michael and Mary Dudgeon, took part in the ground-
breaking Saturday for the new central library facility. The former student
center will be expanded to house the central library.
,:The Calloway County High Speech
team 'returned to Murray Saturday
night from the Bullitt Central Speech
g tournament with its most impressive••
first place sweepstakes victory for the
76-77 season.
Calloway County defeated last year's
state champ, St. Xavier High School for
first place honors. Calloway compiled
255 points for top honors while St.
Xavier scored 250 points for second
place. Following in third place was
Russellville with 231 points.
The best teams from Kentucky and
Ohio were competing in the Bullitt
Tournament. There were 29 schools in
competition.
The Laker Speech Team qualified 12
members for the final round of com-
petition. Those students qualifying
were Johnny Brinkley, Luana Colson,
Rick Cunningham, Sheila Darnell,
Karen Edwards, Tammy Feltner, Nada
Frazier, Jo Beth Norwood, Jackie
Parker, Gail Tucker and Chuck
Williams.
Team members winning individual
awards were Karen Edwards, first in
Analysis of Public Address; Chuck
Williams, second in Extemp. Speaking;
Rick Cunningham, second in
Storytelling; John Brinkley, third in
Oratory; and Tammy Feltner and
Luana Colson, third place in Duet
Acting.
Speech team coach Larry England
aid, "The competition at the Bullitt
Tournament was the strongest that the
Lakers have faced this year." The team
will enter the Henry Co. Tournament at
Paris, Tenn., December 4.
Partly sunny and cold today, high in
the mid to upper 30s. Clearing and
colder tonight, low in the low to mid
High Tuesday in the upper
40s. Wednesday cold w" ance of
snow.
Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon. November 22. 1976
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NEW LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION—Several state, city, and county officials
we a resent at the groundbreaking for a project to convert the Waterfield
According to a nationwide at of
income and its distribution, Callowa
County has more of its families in the
middle and upper brackets and fewer in
the lower ranges than ever before.
Locally, there has been a progressive
movement upward, with many families
advancing from their former levels to
the next higher ones.
Some of them, who had been in the
$8,000 tb $10,000 group a year or two
Danny Cunningham, who operates a
farm in the Penny community, was
named Kentucky's "Outstanding
Young Farmer" for 1976 at the fall
DANNY CUNNINGHAM
'Outstanding Young Farmer'
board meeting of the Kentucky Jaycees
held in Bowling Green over the past
weekend.
SPEECH TEAM WINS—The Calloway County Laker Speech team took sweepstakes honors at the Bullitt Central
Speech Tournamel Saturday.
Matt Photo hv Davtd
ago, are now located in the $10,000 to
$15,000 spot. Their former positions, in
, have been taken over by families





all sections of the country.
The purpose was to obtain
financial piCture of each area
Cunningham was nominated for
award by the Murray-Callowax.C6unty
Jaycees and will representycktucky in
competition for the na_jieilal award.
Also at the statalSoard meeting, the
Murray club...1(as proclaimed as the
number Axle club in the area, the
num one club in the west region and
her fotir JC club in the state.
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees was named -as Most
Enthusiastic in the region.
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees was named as Action Club of
the month for October and received two
gold medathons, one for interclub
extension and one for action club of the
quarter.
The local club was also named as
Most Enthusiastic in the region.
Murray Jaycee Jerry McCoy was
awarded a Kentucky Colonel com-
mission during the meeting.
Cunningham and his wife, Julia Ann,
who also attended the meeting, have
three daughters, Deana. Dana and
Denese.
Local Jaycees who attended the
meeting were Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
McCoy, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Delaney, Mr
and Mrs. Mike Hutchens, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Sheridan, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Jones, Dt.nriy Dunn, Danny Chadwick,
Steve Towery and Tony Wallace.
Special speakers for the event were
Dick Robinson, immediate past
president of the U. S. Jaycees and Don
Mauney, U. S. Jaycee vice-president.
- The regular meeting of the Murray
Common Council this week will be held
on Tuesday evening rather than
Thursday because of the Thanksgiving
holiday.
Items scheduled on the agenda for the
meeting, which will begin at 7:30 m,
Tuesday at City Hall, include:
—a report on a recent traffic sign
survey from city planner Steven Zea;
—a report from Steve Owens
describing the activities of the
Fraternal Order of Police and the
orgaRization's relationship with the
Police Department and the city;
—ccinsideration of authorizing ad-
vertising for bids on a new roof for the
mausoleum in the Murray Cemetery.
Student Union Building into the central library for the campus. The project •
is expected to take 20 months to complete. stair Photos by David HO
possible through the "average income"
figure that is usually given.
Does that average apply to a large
segment of the population or does it
represent a small proportion of high-
income families offsetting a large
proportion with smaller incomes?
The report shows that 60.7 percent oJ
the households in Calloway Count d
.$8,000 or more left to them as spéffdable




57.6 per cent the year
'lar study was made.





situation in farm areas w , in lieu of
cash, there are special. dvantages in
the form of lower li costs.
Just what rtion of Calloway
illation fell within each
acket in the past year is In-
d in the report.
13.4 per cent of the local
households had net earnings of 85,000 to
88,000. Another 11.4 per cent were in the
$8,000 to $10,000 category. In the $10,000
to $15,000 bracket were 21.8 per cent
and, above that level, 27.5 per cent. The
others had $5,000 or less left after taxes.
In general, however, despife the
income gains, most families were no
better off at the end of the year than at
the beginning, thanks to inflation.
TELETHON DONATION—Members of the Murray Fire Department
collected over 52,000 from roadblocks «mducted around the city last
week for the 20th annual lions Club Telethon in Paducah Sunday. On duty
Sunday were members of the fire department, front row, from left, Ronnie
Gardner, Morris Pres«itt, and Terrell Tidwell. Bac k row. ferry Atkins, J. D.'
Pas( hall I ev, is Perry, ferry 'ones, and lohnny lane.
MHS Speech Team
Travels To Memphis
The Murray High School Speech
Team traveled to Memphis, Tenn., over
the weekend to participate in the 14th
Annual Final Frontier Classic of
Memphis Frayser High School.
This tournament was sponsored by
the Memphis Commercial-Appeal and
WHBQ-TV. The field of competition
drew 27 schools from four states on the
two days of competition.
Laura Shinners took first place in
prose interpretation, and Donna Bailey
and Laura Shinners took fourth place in
duet acting Kim Alley reached the
semi-finals in poetry interpretation,
and Robyn Burke reached the semi-
finals ir*,amatic Uiterpretation.
Two itudents,;, Donna Bailey and
Laura Shinners, were selected to be
taped for .the newscast of WHBQ-TV.
They 'were the only students selected
out of a field of more than 400 for
television. Their selection came from
recommendations of judges ,and
coaches.
Other students participating were
-Marie Vella, Martha Pitman, Mary
Morris, Jenny Francis. Debbie Geurin,
David Sears, Stevv Sears, Mike Pitts,
Kimberly Owens. Kayne Beasley,
Marci Mowery, Ray Stewart, and
Johnny Carruthers
The Murray High students were
sponsored by Mark Etherton and ac-
companied by Mrs. Dortha Bailey and
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Lee Friday.
Elbert Elkins had eye
surgery last week in Jackson,
Tenn. Mrs. Elkins and
children along with Bro. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes were there
for the day.
Mr. and Mrs. Bardon Nance
visited Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Brandon on Saturday. Mrs.
Brandpn had just been
dismisied from the Memphis
hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Holliday
and Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes visited Charlie Olive in
the Memphis Hospital on
Tuesday. Mr. Olive is
seriously ill.
Mrs. Carlene Paschall
visited Mrs. Ella Morris on
Tuesday.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mrs. Leroy Yoder on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
Grooms visited Mrs. Holice
Privacy Garden
Added Off Bedroom
Privacy screens for a
bedroom window can be placed
to form an intimate garden
setting outside the room, to
enhance the view through a
smaller window, or to add a
sitting and sunning area
through sliding glass doors.
The area doesn't haveto be a
complete enclosure. Two four-
foot wide screens, built with
4x4-inch western cedar posts,
2x4 fir stringers and I x2 slats
can be combined with plantings
to effectively block the view.
A mini-deck of 2x4s on posts
and joists or on 4x4 treated
sleepers will serve as a step
down from the doorway and
can be used for sunbathing and
displaying potted plants.
Grams on Friday.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Marcus
Hill Sunday. They later visited
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Elkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hope Key
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Myrtice Nance visited
Mrs. Holice Grooms on
Sunday.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited the
Maburn Keys family Sunday.
Jerry Boyd and son visited
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris, Michelle Morris, and
Mrs. Ralph Gallimore visited
Mrs. Nina Holley and Mrs.
Ella Morris on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Nance of
Detroit, Mich., visited Mrs.
Lamore Nance last week.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
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by VAN I TY FA I It
Our velvety wrap, with a beautiful bedside manner
Who'd ever believe it's washable Dacron' polyester?
Who'd think of making the outline cordirl'g extra-plump,
in striking color contrast? Vanity Fair did it all, including
the elasticized empire waist and inside-tie for the perfect
fit
LITT








Baby Girl Walker ( mother
Linda), Box 61, Puryear, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary A. Owens, Lone
Oak Rd. Box 4, Paris, Tn.,
.Mrs. Ernestine Miller, Rt. 1,
Box 102, Dexter, Donald L.
Osmus, Box 84 Rt. 8, Murray,
Miss Melissa G. Sweatman,
-220 S. 12th., Murray, Charles
E. Hale, 1508 Chaucer,
:Murray, Mrs. Angela G.
:Williams, Rt. 3, Box 1050,
Murray, Mrs. Lorene H.
Owen, 1515 Cardinal Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Donna S.
Barlow, Rt. 3, Box 242, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Rudell E. Seay, Rt.
Pl, Sedalia, Mrs. Gaynell 0.
Williams, Rt. 2, Murray,
Richard A. Hobbs, 1807
Coldwater Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Millie I. Douglas, Rt. 5, Box
435-A, Murray, Mrs. Mary H.
Hunter, Box 4428 Hart Hall
• MSU, Murray, Mrs. Shirley D.
Gallimore, 158 Riviera Cts.,
• Murray, Dennie Allen, Rt. 3,
'Cadiz, Mrs. Loretta Burkeen
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Charlotte L. Chipman
and Baby Girl, 604 Weda,
Mayfield, John W. Kimbro,
Rt. 4, Murray, Frank,.-H.
Bucky, Gen. Del., A , Mrs.
Mavis Elkins, Rt.,..4 urray,
Robert H. W' ams, Rt. 5,
Murray, E)d6ñ D. Lawler, Rt.
1, Box , Almo, Mrs. Mary E.
Ti el, Rt. 6, Box 222,
ay, Mrs. Viola Falwell,
• Rt. 3, Box 154, Murray, Vergil
B. Bridges (expired), Rt. 1,
Murray.
Career women, take note:
Make one or two Christmas
cookie doughs on one evening,
cover and chill. Plan to bake
them the next evening after
removing the dough from the
refrigerator about 15 minutes
in advance of baking. That-25
minutes is necessary if the
cookies are to be "worked" as
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Mrs. Stalttryn Ownend
Plume 7S3-311111
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Golden Anniversary
v Mr. and
. and Mrs. Pat Falwell of Murray Route Three will
lebrate their golden wedding anniversary with a reception to
be held on Sunday, November 28, at the Community Room of
the North Branch of the Peoples Bank at North 12th and Chest-
nut Streets, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the reception
from 2:30 to five p.m. on Sunday.
They were married on November 26, 1926, at Barnett Spring
near Brandon's Mill by Rev. Edd Outland. Their attendants
were Rhoda Outland (Einerson), Will Pittman, Mr. and Mrs.
Kelly Outland, Mack Gemin, Rupert and Wylie Pittman.
Mrs. Falwell is the former Ola Pittman, daughter of the late
George H. Pittman and Fannie McCuiston Pittman. Mr.
Falwell it the son of the late Josh Falwell and Julia Geurin
Falwell.
They have one daughter, Miss Lorene Falwell, who is em-
ployed in the office of Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of
Calloway County Schools. Mr. and Mrs. Falwell are members




FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES




Don't "toss a coin" or make
decisions in a haphazard way.
Be painstaking.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
It will take patience, soft
words and a great deal of humor
to keep some things ( and
persons) in line now. But well




(May 22 to 'June 21)
You may co`nsider making
some changes now, but be
careful not to make too many,
or to go too far in any one
direction. A good adjustment
should work out well, however.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 0
A day in Which you MUST
avoid extremes: They will
tempt in various ways. Some
situations may prove difficult,
but all can be made easier
MOVIES IN MURRAY
641 No Bus Itt 
I Thru Wed.




Robert DeNire & Jodie Fester In
"TAXI DRIVER" no (7:15 
nitely
Warren Beatty L Julie ClorisOe in
"SHAMPOO" (R) 1 9:20 nitely)
through trying.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .1244
A splendid day for improving
methods and for experimenting
generally. With your innate
enthusiasm, you can give a lift
to practically any project.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP‘ii.
Your planetary influences
advise against useless activity,
negative attitudes, opposing
others without reason. A day for
exercising tolerance and plain
common sense.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Stellar influences excellent!
Both artistry; and imagination
stimulated. Use both well and
results will please.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Weigh fitness and the validity
of proposed action carefully.
Keep eyes on the farthest
horizon possible as you steer
your course.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may have an unpleasant
situation to deal with, or some
complexity in a job matter. But
your optimism and know-how
can turn things to advantage if
you don't panic.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) II/
Information •needed to con-
summate a business deal now
forthcoming. With the added
facts on hand, proceed as
originally planned.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Be cautious in dealing with
associates. Some may urge you
to Ake certain commitments
against your better judgment.
Don't let yourself be pressured.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Your intuition and self-
reliance stimulated now. And
both will be needed if you are to
solve some possibly "tricky"




YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with outstanding
business and financial acumen
and, with your gift of leader-
ship, could reach a high level of
success with a large cor-
poration or institution. You
could also excel in the law
which, in your case, would
almost inevitably lead to a
brilliant career as jurist,
politician or statesman. Along
creative lines, your tastes run to
the literary and the musical,
and your avid curiosity and
interest in what's going on in the
world and with its inhabitants
could lead to a notable career as
a journalist. You are highly
intuitive and, generally
speaking, should obey your
hunches - which are often
more reliable than your
reasoning. Birthdate of:
Charles de Gaulle. French
statesman; F-anklin Pierce,
14th Pres., U.S.A. (nr
"The greatest pleasure in life
is that ofrreading, while we
are young." William Hazlitt
North Fork News-
Many Persons Are Ill In Area; Visitors In Many Homes
By Mr& R. D. Key
November I, 197$
Mr. and Mrs. David Hodgin
and children, Larua, Emily,
and Bobby, of Louisville
recently visited Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes. Mrs. Hodgin is
the granddaughter of Jack
Hooper, brother to Mrs.
Sykes, great grandfather to
Jim Hooper. This was the first
time they had met. They spent
ithe day in talking about the
(Hooper family working on
their geneology.
Ancil Wicker is recovering
at home from a broken ankle.
He was treated at a hospital at
Jackson, Tenn., for a few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cary
visited Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins Tuesday.
Mrs, Eva Oliver of Seaside,
Calif., returned home last
Sunday after a few weeks visit
with the Morris Jenkins'
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and Mrs. Ovie Wilson attended
the funeral of Rosco Tuck in
Union City, Tenn., last Sun-
day.
Howard Morris visited
Doyce Morris on Sunday at the
Murray Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Kenny and-Mrs.
Eva Oliver visited Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Parrish Thursday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key,
Mrs. Warren Sykes and Mitch,
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha, were
dinner guests with Mrs. Ella
Morris and family. Afternoon
visitors were Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins, Mrs. Milford Orr,
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins,
Mrs. Eva Oliver, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Gallimore.
Vergil Paschall has been
sick several weeks. He is now
improving and able to be back
in church on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Paschall
visited Bro. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee Friday night.
Bro. James Phelps visited
Mrs. Ella Morris Wednesday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vadyke visited Mrs. Ella ,
Morris on Friday.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr,
Rickie and Bryan, were
supper guests of the Glynn Orr
family Friday night. They
visited Mrs. Ella Morris on
Sunday.
'Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nance
were supper guests of Mrs.
Myrtice Nance Friday.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
visited. Bra. and Mrs. Jerry,
First Wife Would
Be Fifth Wheel
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by Chocsio T, ,0,,n. N Ns. Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: My husband and7iiis first wife were
divorced after 26 years of marrtage. The divorce was her
idea, and I was in no way involyld. They have three grown
children with whom I have 'a warm relationship.
My husband and I im*d his children to our home for
Thanksgiving dinner, All have accepted, which means his
ex-wife will be all one on Thanksgiving, so my. husband
asked me to p se invite his ex-wife.
I have mecher, and although I bear no ill feelings against
her. I rea* don't see why she should be included. She
divorced him because she wanted her freedom, so being
along 'on holidays is part of the price she has to pay.
_Also. I'm afraid that if the entire family is together, I'll
feel like an outsider. I really don't Want her. What should I
ldo?
NUMBER TWO
DEAR NUMBER TWO: Don't assume that she'll be
alone if you don't include her.(She may have other friends.)
Feeling as you do, tell your husband you'd feel awkward
having her as your guest, and that should settle it.
DEAR ABBY: Please print this because we want to see
if other parents of teenagers feel the same way.
Why can't we sit down for a family evening oil TV
without every other commercial being for bras, douches,
tampons. Kotex or some other personal feminine product?
Our teenagers have more than once gotten up to leave
the room because they're uncomfortable.
When teenagers itt this day and age are embarrassed, it
must be pretty bad.
We aren't prudes, Abby, but we think there is a time
and place for everything. Newspaper and magazine
advertising seem more appropriate for such advertising,
not television!
Let's get some pros and cons on this from your readers.
Maybe we can influence the networks.
V.G., SHREVEPORT, LA.
DEAR V.G.: You have my vote, for what it's worth, but
don't get your hopes up.
DEAR ABBY: I notice you sometimes print people's pet
gripes. Would you please print mine?
To put it simply: My name is Patricia. It's not Pat, Patty
or Tricia. It is PATRICIA, which is, I think a very beautiful
name.
Why then do new acquaintances insist on calling me
"Pat" or "Patty." especially after I have pointedly
introduced my self as Patricia?
If someone introduces himself as Robert, I call him
Robert. Unless someone- gives me permission to- call them
by a nickname. I think its bad manners to do so.
Further, if a yo-yo continues to call me by a short name
after I've told him (or her) that my name is Patricia, I
become extremely irritated. A person's name is a very
personal thing, and goofing around with it is a direct insult.
PATRICIA
DEAR PATRICIA: Feu people feel as strongly as you
about having their names shortened. I don't regard it as an
insult, but if you do, you can save yourself many insults
and much irritation by emphatically stating each time
you're introduced that you wish to be addressed ONLY as
Patricia.
Everyone has a problem Wirat's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
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Rer. Stephen .Darenport Attends
Associational Meet At Louisville
Twenty-six persons from the
Purchase Region, including
KAOP Board member Rev.
Stephen Davenport attended
the annual meeting of the
Kentucky Association for
Older Persons in Louisville on
Wednesday, November 10.
These people are all active
in the Kentucky Association
for Older Persons, an
organization which aims to
articulate the problems of the
older citizens of Kentucky and
work toward finding answers
to those problems, usually
through the political process.
One of the principal
speakers was Nelson
Cruikahink, _president of the
Natibnal Council of Senior
,Otizens, who discussed "What
Seniors Can Expect of the
Carter Administration." Also
featured on the program was
Dr. Joseph Maloney of the
Institute of Community
Development of the Univer-
sity of Louisville. Dr. Maloney
talked about stereotypes
which people have of older
persons and pointe.d, *it that
many such concepts are not
necessarily true.
The merit award which is
given annually for outstanding
contributions to the welfare of
older persons was given to
Jack Reeves, Ombudsman for
the Department for Human
Resources, Frankfort. Among
his many accomplishments,




Mr. and Mrs. John Brittain,
Murray Route Three, are the
parents of a baby girl, Johna
Jane, weighing seven pounds
8ka ounces, measuring twenty
inches, born on Tuesday,
November 16, at 12:30 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the
former Nancy Garland.
The father is employed at
Vickers Oil, Murray, and the
mother is on leave from Sager
Glove Company, Murray.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Flora Mae Brittain of Murray









• Femous-Kloomen ''Llltrienna' 4
• 2 to 10 yard Fashion Lengths
• Weyted Solid colors














Discussion Group will meet at
Calloway County Public
Library at seven p.m.
Chapter M of PEO will have
Its annual silent auction at
7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
John Quertermous. Note
change in date and time.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women with husbands or
guests will meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the church with Kitty
Keaton as speaker. A potluck
supper will be served.
Southwest Elementary
School will have open house
from seven to eight p.m. with
the FTC to meet at eight p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets, at 7:30
p.m.
Robertson School PTA will
meet from eight to nine p.m.
Tuesday, November 23
Murray High School
Basketball Tip Off Chili
Supper will be held at the
-.aafeteria at 6:30 p.m. Tickets
are two dollars each.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center. - -
Tau Phi Lambda sorority
will meet at the home of
Peggy Shoemaker at seven p.
m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p. m.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Restaurant,
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. rd. to three p. m.
for senior citizens activities.
Wednesday, November 24
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p. m.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
Activities for senior citizens
at North Second Street Center
will be cancelled due to the
meal being served.
Thursday, November U
McClure Reunion will be at
Community Room, North
Branch, Peoples Bank, at 1:30
p.m.
Community Thanksgiving
service will be at St. Leo's
Catholic Church at ten a. m.
Church of Christ, Scientist,
will have special
Thanksgiving services at





Gamma Gamma chapter of




Mrs. Anne Uddberg gave an
interesting performance of
Norwegian Pastry Cooking,
with delicious samples given
to each girl present.
The business portion was
discussed at the home of the
president, Linda Rogers. The
Ways and Means- Committee
announced that another bake
sale will be held December 4th
at the local Christmas Parade.
The Social Committee
announced a new chairman.
Mrs. Joretta Randolph and
Christmas plans will soon be
in the making. A Ritual of
Jeweils was given to the new
member, Marie Dolchen.
Members in attendance
were: Marie Dolchen, Linda




Dortha Stubblefield, and Et:a
Vaughn.
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When a recipe calls for
chopped candied fruit, dates,
dried fruit or raisins, it's
easier to cut them with kit-
chen shears rather than a
knife. Dip the shears in water
between cuttings to prevent
stickiness.
Butter cookies taste better
after they're mellowed or
aged because time gives them
an opportunity to develop
flavor. They should, of course,
be placed in the proper con-







", • Given Away FREE each
fts' week until Christmas Day







We've got the Christmas Spirit. Each week until Christmas
Day, KWIK-PIK will give away $25 of FREE groceries to a
shopper who registers for our weekly drawing. No purchase
is necessary. Register often. The more times you register
the better our chances of being the lucky shopper.
Drawings will be







You can win $25 worth of







Ha '.e you lookeo around you
a! the beauty that is
everywhere" Take a walk in..
the wnods, or walk down your
O wn street and look at the
trees Some of them are
showing their graceful shapes
against the sky, as._the 4nibs
become bare Many others are
still holding their colorful
burden of leaves. Maples are
getting bare, but Oaks of all
kinds. Ginkgos and Hickorys
are beautiful Enjoy them
while you can as winter is
ready to pounce on them and
takes its toll
Holland bulb growers have,
sent out some material about
Planting and care of bulbs So
1 am quoting from them. You
will find it interesting.
"What is so rare as a day in
June'!" the poet Lowell asks.
Well, what's wrong with
having a rare day in early
March — or even late
February — when spring
starts "Bustin out all over"
and the snowdrops,
snowflakes and giory-of-the-
snow emerge shyly from their
Winter hibernation' Or_is that
taking -poetic license"?
No one needs to wait for the
rare days of Juice to see his
garden come alive with color
and fragrance Bulb flowers,
planted before the first frost of
winter will race the robins to
become the first harbingers of
Spring
There is no more reliable or
punctual bulb flower than the
crocus, which is also inex-
pensive and available in many
different colors and sizes.
Look for crocuses in shades of
yellow, plant them by the
hundreds along a paved v. atk,
a sunny slope or scattered
here and there on the lawn to
give a nat ral look. They'll
.1Irs. Fred (>1.1.gles
gild your springtime garden.
An ideal companion piece to
the crocus is the Nluscari,
which is almost a miniature
hyacinth. Muscari, in blue and
white shades, can be used to
set off your golden crocuses
along the garden path or for a
natural effect. Sprinkle a rock
garden with (heir colors and .
unusual spherical shapes and
texture.
Unlike the short-stemmed
(four to six inches crocus and
Muscari, the Fritillaria
Imperial's, or Crown
Imperial, is the towering giant
of the bulb flower . family
Rising regally to a height of
three feet, its strong, tubular
stems are crested with' from
five to seven bright yellow or
red blossoms with a green
cockscomb-like growth on top
Despite its size and
showiness, the Crown
Imperial will not overpower
smaller bulb flowers. It
blooms in late April and early
May — after the crocus and
muscari have played their
"Overture to Springtime,"
and it co-exists harmoniously
with its contemporary tulips
and hyacinths..
Spring gardens should be
planned with flower sizes and
textures, as well as colors, in
mind. Your garden supply
dealer will guide you in
selecting a happy blending.
- As is the case with all bulb
flowers, the time to plant is
before the frost and in well-
drained, reasonably fertile
soil.
There's no need to languish
through spring yearning for
"a summer of roses and
wine." Not when you can
enjoy the _intoxicating spec-




North Murrav Homemakers Meet
Mrs. Fred Gingles opened
her home for the meeting of
the North Murray
Homemakers Club held on
Friday, November 12, at 4;30
p. m. with the president, Mrs.
Edgar Morris, presiding.
The devotion on "Prayer"
was given by Mrs. Charles
Humphreys who read her
scripture from James. Twelve
members answered the roll
call by naming their favorite
Thanksgiving dishes.
One visitor was Mrs. Jean
Cloar, county agent in home
economics, who announced
the open lesson on "Framing
Of Pictures" on November 16.
The leson on "Energy
Conservation and Housing"
was presented by Mrs. Greene
Wilson and Mrs. Angie-CObbs
who gave many points and
solutions on saving electricity.
Landscape notes were read
by Mrs. Bailey„Riggins. Mrs.




The next meeting will be in
the home of Mrs. Morris on
Friday, December 10, at 11:30
a. m. with the usual covered
dish luncheon and exchange of
gifts.
Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
Be sure to check the label to
see if articles made of glass.
fiber are machine dryable. If
so, use the lowest heat setting
and minimum drying time. Do
not include any other fiber in
the load. After drying, wipe
the dryer drum carefully with





— 1. Protein in fish is com-
plete. Lean, white fleshed
North Atlantic Ocean fish
contain 18 to 20 per cent
protein and it is 85 to 95 per
cent digestible. 2. North
Atlantic species are called
"lean" because they are low
in fat content, and the fat
primarily polyunsaturated. 3.
One four-ounce serving
contains less than 100 calories.
4. Fish are a source
of minerals .-.. iodine,
magnesium, calcium.
phosphorus, iron, potassium.
copper and fluoride...and a
good source of the B complex




require energy to operate.
However, the cost is ap-
proximately 15 cents. Another
factor not to be overlooked is
the cost of cleaning com-
pounds, which cost ,more than
15 cents. In addition," a self-
cleaning oven usually has
more insulation than a regular
oven. That in Itself can be
worth the energy it requires.
— Juanita Arnonett, Paducah.
+++
When melting only one or
two chocolate squares try
using a deep ladle set in a pan
of hot water. It is easier to
handle than a hot bowl and
smaller to wash than the top of.







Originally en 14K white
or yellow gold from
$4Li0
'stow in 10K white or
yellow gold from
528.50
Fa t h is custom reated
by fine jewelry crafts-




and wife are ioined by
brilliant synthetic birth-
stones ... one for each
child. Give her nothing
less than The Original.
Lindsey's
Jewelers

















A White Wine With JUS,
A T•nge of Sweetness Mode








A Deli( ious Lqh, FI Wh.re Goi
Dinner Wine W,th A •sny
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By S. C. Van Curon
• 4
FRANKFORT -- The idea of Gov.
Julian Carroll to reduce the number of
district judges from 134 to 98 and ap-
point more trial commissioners as an
economy move appears to be on a
collision course with the jndicial article
adopted as an amendment to the
Construction by the voters in 1975.
To qualify as a district judge under
the article, the candidate must have
been a practicing attorney for at least
two years.
The article also provides that the
district judge may appoint a lawyer in a
county as a trial commissioner if there
is no elected district judge residing in
that county.
If there is no lawyer available in a
county where a district judge does not
reside, then the district judge may
appoint a non-lawyer as commissioner
only on certification of the Supreme
Court."
The interim Judiciary - Courts
"committee of theleglstature has asked
the Supreme Court to spell out the
duties of the appointed commissioners,
both lawyer and non-lawyer.
The meat of the idea behind the
district judge system that the people
approved by constitutional amendment
is for trial before a legally trained
judge. That's essentially what the
article approved by the people says.
Under the simple specifications set
out above, the Supreme Court has a lot
of power in setting out the duties of the
appointed commissioners.
For example, the Supreme Court can
limit the powers of the non-lawyer
commissioner to accepting bonds and
issuing warrants. Then, the case would
have to be tried before the district
judge when he convenes court in that
county.
Everyone concedes that trial com-
missioners will have only part-timq
duties and that the pay will be.made
commensurate with the load of work
they will have in their prescribed areas.
A salary of $25,000 has been
suggested for elected district judges,
but Governor Carroll estimated up to
$27,500. The salaries will be com-
mensurate with the work load a judge
haS in his district. Some may be paid
more than others. This is yet to be
decided.
Last week Carroll suggested that the
cost of each district judgeship might
run to $60,000 to $70,000, including office
rental, secretary, law books and salary.
This is the first mention that the district
judges will be provided secretaries by
the-tourt system. The general idea has
bgen that the Circuit Clerk's office
would provide a secretary for the
district court and judge. They reason
there just won't be that much need for a
secretary for each judge.
By reducing the number of district
judges from 134 recommended to 98
Carroll proposes, the state would save,
$900,000 a year at-a salary of $25,000 for
the judges. If the trial commissioners
average $10,000 a year, replacing the
judges with commissioners would
reduce the saving to $540,000.
The best ballpark figure available
from state sources is that the present
court system in Kentucky produces
about $26 million in revenue per year.
is will go a long way in supporting a
cou system with legally trained
judges oughout.
A unifo ee system will be in effect
for the first irne in the state.
Knowledgeable soillcs seem to agree
that the new district colirsystem will
produce more revenue frortrfines and
I
Let's Stay Well
forfeitures than is presently realized
through police courts, quarterly courts
and magistrate courts. Stricter ac-
counting methods and uniform fees
should do this.
Letter To The Editor
County Spending Questioned
Dear Editor:
After reading in the news recently
that the county highway department
had exceeded their budget and would
need additional funds to meet their
obligations for the remainder of the
year, I feel that I must question some
actions of the fiscal court.
In October, 1976 I submitted bids on
the metal building to be used as the
EARTIIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
453b L Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
Heartline: I never seem to find tipie
to mail my medical bills to Medicare;
however, I just heard that they don't
pay old bills. I'd like to know if this is
true. — A.P.
Answer: You may be missing some
10 Years Ago
S. V. Foy who has served as County
Agent and Area Agronomist in
Calloway County for the past 23 years
announced today that he will retire on
December 31 of this year.
Bobby Manning has been selected as
"Outstanding Jaycee of the Month" for
October by the Murray Jaycees.
Deaths reported include Nolen Potts,
age 74.
The Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will sponsor a Visual
Screening program for pre-school
children, aceording to Mrs. John
Gregory, department chairman, and
Mrs. Tom Hopkins, committee
chairman.
Raley Sykes, Linn Stranak, Tommy
Lassiter, Edward Parker, Neil
McClain, and Paul Holland had high
individual games in bowling in the ABC
League.
20 Years Ago
Named to the Quad-State Band
Festival to be held at Murray State
College on December 10 were Clarice
Rohwedder, Elsie Love, Sara Jones,
Charles Tarry, Sandra Hamrick, Mary
Lamb, June Fox, Peggy Gipp, Car-
merita Talent, Charles Thurman, Jr„
Margie Banks and Sammy Parker, all
of Murray High School; David Colley,
Prudence McKinney, Jerry Adams,
,James Thornton,- Chris Miller, Mike
Alexander, Bill Hopson, Franklin
Rodgers, Chad Turnbow, Kathy
Parker, Billy Rayburn, Sherrill Hicks,
Woody Herndon, and John Darnall, all
of Murray Training School.
Deaths reported include J. R.
Newton, age 87.
Jerry Buchanan and Wells Purdom,
Jr., of Murray High School have been
named to the 1956 Western Kentucky
All-Conference football team.
Births reported include a boy,
Warren Keith, to Mr. and Mrs. Ben
benefits. The deadline for filling claims
received from October 1, 1974-
September 30, 1975 is December 31,
1976. Discard bills for services provided
before these dates. But don't delay in
mailing those bills that are reim-
bursable, because the holiday mail rush
may delay the postmark until after
December 31, - 1976, and then it's tob
late. To be assured that you will receive
all the benefits that are yours under
Medicare, and for a complete un-
derstanding of the entire Medicare
program, Heartline has developed
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare." The
booklet also contains a sample
Medicare claim form with complete
instructions on filling it out. It is in- --her, "higher."
easy-to-understand question-and-
answer form and in large print. It is
covered by a money-back guarantee if
you are not satisfied. To order send
$1.50 to Headline's Guide to Medicare,
114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. Please allow 30 days for
delivery.
Heartline: Do you have any in-
formation on legislation in Washington,
especially in reference to bills
presented to Congress that are related
to problems on aging? M.R.
Answer: Yes. Heartline has compiled
information on legislation of this type.
For this free information, send a long,
self-addressed stamped envelope to
Heartline Legislation, 114 E. Dayton
St.,_West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
Heartline: I have been receiving
medical care under CHAMPVA
(Civilian Health and Medical Programi
from the Veterans Administration
because my husband has a 100 per cent
permanent and total disability incurred
in service. We were divorced recently.
Am I still eligible for CHAMPVA
benefits? K.R.
, Answer: No. Your eligibility for
CHAMPVA ceases as of midnight on
the date the divorce becomes final.
Heartline: I have been employed
under Civil Service for eight years. I
recently had an automobile accident
and my injuries may keep me from
ever working again. Can you tell me
how I can qualify for a disability an-
nuity? O.N.
Answer: For a person working under
Civil Service to be eligible for disability
benefits, he or she must have worked at
least five years under Civil Service.
Also, the employee also must be
disabled enough to prevent him or her
from efficiently performing the
duties of the position occupied or the
duties of a similar position. It need not
be shown that the applicant is disabled
for all kinds of jobs.
Bible Thought
He is the Rock, his work is perfect: ABarnett Hopkins on November 10. God of truth and without iniquity, justThe Murray State Racers closed the and right. Deuteronomy 32:4.
football season with second place in the How reassuring it is to worship a GodOhio Valley Conference, who is perfect in all: LOVE.
Many \Amen born without a
vagina (congenital atresial can
now be treated without surgery
and can often be expected to
have a normal sex life.
According to a recent report
in Medical World News, T Kay
Broadbent, M.D.. a plastic
surgeon from Salt Lake City,
says that congenital atresia of
the vagina occurs once in about
3.000 female births. It often goes
unnoticed in early life and may
not be detected until the girl fails
to menstruate or until she has a
premantal examination.
Such women usually have nor-
mal secondary sexual charac-
teristics with average female
pelvis and breasts Their sexual
desires may be normal and their
ovaries generally function in an
adequate manner. However,
Congerd tal A tresia
the\ have'no vagina.
Conventional plastic surgery
Iii cons1ruct a vagina is not
uniformly. satisfactory. This pro-
cedrue constructs a vagina from
skin. and it larks the charac-
By 'J.L Blasingame,
teristics of normal mucosal lin-
ing. which cleans itself. With the
skin lining, a foul discharge re-
quires persistent vaginal hy-
giene.
The nonsurgical technique
takes advantage of the natural
tact that the tissue i the inadequ-
ate vagina is extensible. This
procedure was originated some
ears ago by Truman Blocker,
M.D., and William McGanity.
M.D., of the Texas University
Medical Branch at Galveston.
The patient is carefully coun-
seled regarding her condition
and how it can be modified. She
is then taught to introduce into
the undeveloped pocket behind
her urethra (through which
Wirle is discharged) a set of
plastic dilators, beginning with
IN, smallest which rneasuret 0.5
hy one inch. It LS moved
hack and forth to stretch the
I t \sue Such dilation is done tor
.11.,111 15 .minutes twice a day.
l't.t patient shifts to the next
larger size at1io..her vaginal
tissue has stretch series of
eight dilators are genera
the largest one measuring
inches by 7.0 inches.
Such dilation should nil be 'N
done in children in whom
vaginal artresia is found but
should be instituted about three
months before an active sex life
is anticipated.
The majority of women tre-
ated by the dilating technique
have been able to establish a
normal sex life that is satisfacto-
ry to them and their husbands.
according to Dr. Broadbent.
Women who have vaginal
atresia cannot become pregnant,
and their desire for children
must be satisfied bY adoption.
Q: Ms. I.N- thinks that she may
be troubled with low blood sugar
and wants to know the
symptoms.
A: The usual symptoms of low
blood sugar (hypoglycemia) are
weakness, episodes of breaking
out in a sweat, fatigue and
lightheadedness Hypoglycemia
Is a relatively uncommon dis-
ease and is mimicked by other
,crditions. You should see your
pAysician for evaluation. He or
she rrçhave to do laboratory
tests on y blood to make an
accurate dia s
.Q Mr. T.T. wmdessi into
effective swine flu va int
would be in preventing a
from catching the 'disease it it
appears more widespread.
A: Authorities on virus dis-
eases believe that swine vaccine.
which has had widespread
studies made on it, 'will be 85 to
9O per cent effective in prevent-
ing or ameliorating swine in-
fluenza in adults over 25 years&
age. SI ud ies continue on younger
persons. They may rewire a sec-
ond (booster) injection four
weeks or later alter the initial in-
jection.
county garage. I submitted bids on two
different buildings, each meeting all
specifications as set forth by the fiscal
court and each of equal quality. My bid
was approximately $1,100.00 lower than
the next lower bid, but my bid was
rejected and the higher bid accepted.
If the higher priced building was of
better quality, I would feel that the
fiscal court had acted wisely in pur-
chasing that one, but at a special called
meeting, they refused to compare the
manufacturer's specifications to
determine the better buy.
I feel that men elected to represent
the people of Calloway County should
make every effort to spend the tax-
payers' money wisely, and then maybe
the budget would not have been ex-







A buxom soprano was rehearsing an
operatic passage and Sir Thomas
Beecham was urging her to reach for
notes beyond her range.
-Higher, madam," he kept exhorting
Higher and higher she went, creeping
up note by note, but still he demanded
mdre. She decided to make one last
effort to hit that elusive note. To
prepare herself, she sucked in a
massive quantity of air.
Beecharn, mouth agape, 'watched in
fascination as -,she slowly inflated.
Then, just when it appreared that she
was about to burst, he broke the spell.
"Stop, madam!" he cried out "The
last note will suffice."
Kids don't put wax paper over a comb
anymore to make music. They would if




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The annual banquet of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce Monday, Nov.
29, promises to be something extra
special this year since it coincides with
the 50th Anniversary of the local
organization.
Persons desiring to attend the
banquet should make their reservations
through the chamber office prior to
Friday, Nov. 26. Tickets for the gala
event are only $4 each, the actual cost
of the meal itself.
0+0
As one gentleman by the name of C.
S. Lewis observed, ". . . you cannot go
on being a good egg forever; you must
either hatch or rot."
The root of many of America's dif-
ficulties may lie in the fact that not
enough people have taken the trouble to
hatch. It has been observed that hat-
ching must be the objective of the in-
dividual for his own sake — the eye
focused on the growth of one's own
corifclousriess, -not the reformuig of
others.
In seeking an individual of integrity
and purpose, we suggest looking in a
mirror and not elsewhere. Try your
best and hope for the best; others will
follow and some may pass you.
As one modern philosopher put it,
• "Making hatching a game of leapfrog
— the greatest game in life!" Not bad
advice for over 200 million people who
have to get their nation back on the
track.
The last thing the U.S. needs right
now is a bunch of rotten eggs.
0+0
Ridin* along on a Toronto bus, a man
pulled a watch from ode pocket, looked
at it then replaced it. Immediately, he
took another watch from another
pocket, looked at it, then replaced it
also.
At short intervals he repeated this
odd procedure until the man sitting
next to him could no longer hold back
"
his curiosity.
"Excuse me," he said, "but are you
conducting some sort of scientific
experiment?"
"No, just checking the time," the
first man replied. "You see, the minute
hand is missing from one watch, and
the hour hand from the other."
0+0
The November issue of Rural Ken-
tuckian, a publication of the Kentucky
Association of Electric Cooperatives,
contains an article about Murray
State University entitled "Murray
Continues to Pass the Tests of Changing
With the Times."
The article describes the changes
that the local university has undergone
since its inception in 1923 and praises
MSU for its ability to keep up with new
developments.
"It is a mark of dedication on the part
of the Murray faculty that the
curriculum of this college has been
evaluated eonstantly to keep abreast of
the needs of higher education," the
article says.
The article is a feather in the cap for
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•We introduced Free Prescription Delivery to Murray.
.We also introduced the first All lndusive
Medicare Discount Program to Murray.
•And now, another First!
Now we take pride in introducing Murray's First
13( Drive-In-Window
No need to ever leave your car again. Simply phone ahead or stop
by after your doctors visit. We'll have ,'our prescription ready.
Another Service For You!
•2 Full Time Registered Pharmacists
*Free Delivery
•Tax Preparations




*TV in waiting room
624 HOUR SERVICE IF NEEDED
Clinic Pharmacy
5th and Walnut Telephone 753-8302
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Racers Go Out In Style With Win Over Western
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon
Bernie Behrendt (32) takes a handoff while Buff Fritz (73) stares angrily into the Western line.
Jimmy Woods of Western gets crunched by Al Martin (41) of the Racers.
•
Darrell Ramsey (29), who scored a touchdown on on intercepted
pass, returns Vaunt.
Western's James Jones is called for pass interference on Murray's Gary Brumm (81) at the four-yord line. -
Jim O'Connor races down the field for a touchdown after on 
interception while Chuck Wempe (90) does some
cheerleoding.
Ihe,
Jimmy Woods of, the Nil'toppers gets brought down as a host of
Recers move in on the play.
Don PorteII (24) rushed for 90 yards in leading Murray State's
ground attack.
PAC
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•
Rick Fisher, right, Murray High School "B" Team Basketball coach, buys a ticket for the
Basketball rip Off Chili Supper to be held Tuesday, November 23, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray
High School cafeteria from Raymond Sims and Tammy Boone, members of the school basketball
teams. Tickets at two dollars each may be purchased from any member of the Murray High
School Student Council or at the door the night of the supper.
Eastern Kentucky Mops Morehead
By The Associated Press
Eastern Kentucky, figured
back in September to be a
year away from title con-
sideration, cashed in earlier
than expected by clinching the
Ohio Valley Conference
football title last weekend.
Eastern, which finished 8-2
overall and 6-1 in the OVC,
won the title outright by
bombing Morehead State 31.
12. Tennessee Tech, last
year's cochampion, finished 5-
2 by spanking Middle Ten-
nessee 33-10, but lost its title
hopes in a 28-14 setback to
Eastern two weeks ago.
In other OVC games in the
last weekend of the conference
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Ak Shoplift Cooler, Norm, Ky.,
pions 753-0391.
Western Kentucky its first
losing season since 1965 by
clippifg the Hilltoppers 16-6,
and Austin Peay stopped East
Tennessee 174.
"I don't know whom we play
next, boys, but it's next
Saturday," said Eastern
Coach Roy Kidd, whose
Colonels earned a berth in the
NCAA Division II playoffs.
Eastern will host a first round
game at Richmond, Ky.,,




over Morehead with 235 yards
in 34 rushes and two touch-
downs. Talbert finished the
season with 986 rushing yards
and a four-year total of 3,076.
Ernie House passed for
another Eastern TD while
completing 13 of 22 passes for
181 yards.
Morehead, in its first year
under Coach Wayne Chap-
man, finished in the OVC
cellar wit13 a 2-5 record and a:
3-8 overall mark.
East Tennessee, in the thick
of the title race two weeks ago,
finished 3-4 in the OVC and is
3-6 overall with a date against
Chattanooga remaining.
Tigers Rip Reidland 36-19 In
Jamboree Action At Tilghman
Two of the top three rated teams in the First Region came
away with wins Saturday night in the Paducah Tilghman
Basketball Jamboree but number one Mayfield was upset
by Lone Oak.
The third-rated Murray High Tigers, who finished run-
nerup to Tilghman in the Regional Tournament last year,
easily won their game, blitzing Reidland 36-19.
There were four games played in the jamboree with
each game consisting of one, 15-minute quarter.
In the first contest, second-rated Tilghman had no trouble
in romping to a 41-23 victory over a Fulton County team hit
heavily by graduation.
In the second contest, Murray High was never in any
trouble as Coach Cary Miller emptied his bench in the Tiger
win.
The third contest found Lone Oak taking a 28-26 win over
Mayfield while in the final game, Trigg County edged Heath
37-34.
Murray High, playing without forward Lindsey Hudspeth
who received a neck injury in the final football game of the
season, got strong efforts from several untested players.
Senior guard Bill McHugh, who played sparingly last
season on the varsity, tossed in nine points in an out-
standing effort to share game honors with 6-1 junior for-
ward Willie Perry,, who started in place of the injured Hud-
speth.
Senior guard Brett Harcourt, who had been sidelined with
mononucleosis, added six points while senior guard Richie
Richardson scored four as did junior forward Frank
Gilliam.
Senior center Andrea Perry and senior guard Raymond
Sims each scored two.
"I was very pleased with our effort," Coach Cary Miller
said.
"We tried to look at as many players as we could. We
played all 12 people On our roster.
"I was very pleased with our guard play from Sims,
McHugh, Harcourt and Richardson," Miller added.
"I also thought the younger kids on the club did well, par-
ticularly Willie Perry who did not play varsity ball last
year. Willie hit the boards very well.
"As a unit, we played together quite well for it to be so
early," the Tiger coach added.
Mayfield played without one of their top players, Joey
Shelton who is still playing football and his absence, almost
needless to say, hurt the Cardinals very much.
Murray High will open its season November 30 at Trigg
County.
HORN ANN'S 4:A*
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See the fabulous flying white stallions perform the
rare and beautiful "AIRS ABOVE GROUND"
As seen in Walt Disney's
MIRACLE Of THE WHITE STALLIONS
Tuesday, November 30-7:30 PM
West Ky. Livestock and Exposition Center
College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky
Tickets areAvailable from
Roses end the West Kentucky Livestock sad Ex-
position Center, Marrey; Music Center, Mayfield,
Ky.
General admission tickets 55 50 (Tickets purchased
in odzonce ore for preferred seats )







Peoples Bank 26 18
Murray Theaters 25kt 184
Johnson's Gro. 25 19
Beauty Box 23 19
Dennison-Hunt 24 20
Corvette Lanes 24 30
Pa. sdise Kennels ....  23 21
Bank of Murray 23 ' 21
Jerry's Restaurant 21 23
Hospital Pharmacy 21 23
Dixie Cream Donuts.. ,, 20 24
Shirley's  18'1 25,i
Murray Ins 18 26
, Murray Calloway Hosp. 11 30




High Team Game ( HC)
Beauty Box 1052.
Beauty Box  1041
Paradise Kennels 1030




High Md. Game , SC)
Wanda Brown 211
Betty Parrish 205
lindii Bray  188
High Ind. Game (NC). . .... . ....
Betty Parrish    256
"Linda Bray 111 243
Wanda Bromi 239




High Ind. Series ( HC)
Pat gfillett . . . . .............. . 649
Elaine Pittenger 636




Plildred Hodge  149
Mary Harris  148
Kay Garland  145
Barbara Hendon 144
Betty Dixon  143
Nancy Lovett  142
Connie Angle  140
Linda Johnson . ...... .. 140
Isabel Parka  if 140
Super Defensive Effort Keys
Murray Over 'Toppers, 16-6
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Every now and then on the
Tonight Show, they show films
of whacky plays from
professional fobttiall games.
Johnny Carson's film crew
would have had a field day
Saturday afternoon in Stewart
Stadium when Murray State
wrapped up third place in the
Ohio Valley Conference race
with a . 16-6 victory over
Western Kentucky.
—In the first quarter, after
Western had taken a 3-0 lead
on a Dave Betz field goal,
Murray tied the game at 3-3 on
a field goal by Hank LaGorce
As the stand-in horse for "Old
Dobbin" trotted around the
track after the field goal, the
rider fell off the horse and
landed flat on the track




Team • W I.
Murray Appliance 31 9
Hodge &Son
Mutual of Omaha 17 13
Corvette Lanes . 25 15
Ledger dr Times 22 18
Baker Auto Repair . 21 Is
Gene's Body Shop . . . 20. 20
Devanti's Steak House 20 30
Randy Thornton Tile .. 17 23
Murray Hospital ... . 17 23
Colonial Bread    14 26
Moose Lodge „  13 27
. 12 28
Ky. lake Oil .   11'2 28'.




High Tea( Game I HCi
Hodge & Son 1084
Corvette Lanes  1057
Murray Appliance  1041
High Team Senes (SC)
Corvette lanes
Hodge & Son
Mutual of Omaha 
High Team Series HC
Corvette Lanes
Hodge Is Soh 
Murray Hospital 













High Ind. Series HC )
• Harry Recker GIL
Ronnie Hargrove 



































was to the ego of the rider.
—Bobby Craig got hit in the
middle of the back late in the
game by a football. The ball
bounced up in the air and
teammate Chuck Wempe got
it for an interception.
—Quarterback Mike
Dickens of Murray pitched the
ball out to tailback Don Portell
who ran around the left side.
Portell then handed the ball
off to Larry Foxwell who was
breaking back the other way.
Foxwell pitched the ball to
Dickens and he in turn fired a
bomb to a lonely Gary Brunun
in the endzone. Brunun just
missed the ball, Coach Bill
Furgerson fell to his knees and
the entire crowd of 10,300 went
absolutely beserk.
It was a fun day indeed. But
of course, the most fun was
beating WESTERN.
Murray beat Western, yes.
Western did not beat them-
selves, though they had six
turnovers. Again, it was the
Murray State defense that
wrote the victory script. •
The scoreboard did not work
the entire game, thus part of
the excitement was taken
away since nobody really
knew how much time was left.
-We were constantly trying
to figure out how much time
was left," Furgerson said.
The amount of time left in
a game has a lot to do with
what we call on offense and
defense," he added.
Though the time was not
working on the clock,
timeliness was working on the
field.
With the teams tied at 3-3
and early in the second period,
Murray went ahead for good
as defensive back Jim
O'Connor popped up and in-
tercepted a Doug Bar-
tholomew pass and scam-
pered 38 yards for the touch-
down and after Tom Wright
hit the extra point, the Racers
led 10-3.
"We expected them to come
out running with the ball but I
knew they would have to go to
the air too because I knew
they couldn't run the ball
against us," O'Connor said.
Indeed, Western couldn't
run the ball, at least when they
needed too.
With an awesome defensive
front four and a superb effort
from the linebackers, Murray
shut down Western time and
time again. In fact, the
Hilltoppers never were able to
get past the Racer 30-yard
line.
The only other Western
score came early in the fourth
period when Betz booted a 50-
yard field goal to make it a 10-
6 game.
On the next series, the
Racers shocked everyone with
the double reverse play that
ended with Brumm just
missing the ball in the end-
zone.
With just over six minutes
left in the contest, a pass by
Etartholpmew hit Craig smack
in the back. But senior
defensive end Chuck Wempe
was right there and grabbed
the ball for an interception.
On the first play from
scrimmage after the in-
terception, Dickens rambled
17 yards to carry the ball down
to the Western 13.
Four plays later, on a
second and two from the
Hilltopper five, Dickens was
dropped for a loss of five
yards..
Everyone in the stands
knew Western would have to
pass as there was less than
four minutes to play. On a first
and 10 from his own 31,
Bartholomew was again in-
tercepted.
This time, Darrell Ramsey
picked off the pass and ran 39
yards for the touchdown and
that wrapped up the game.
The extra point attempt failed
and it was 16-6.
'That was the one. It was
my biggest thrill ever in
college football," Ramsey
said of the interception return
for the touchdown.
"I've been waiting for that
to happen for four years," he
added.
The last Western play was a
most remarkable one. To cap
a storybook ending, Wempe
dropped Bartholomew for a
12-yard loss.
Only two years ago, Wempe
was being pushed• around
campus in a wheelchair, after
undergoing double knee
surgery.
"We were going all out to
win this one. It's just a great
way to end a career," the All-
Conference Wempe said.
There were stars and more
stars for the Racers. Wempe
had nine unassisted tackles in
the contest while Chuck
Marquess had eight as did
senior linebacker Al Martin.
O'Connor, who was knocked
out twice in the contest, had
seven tackles in addition to his
touchdown. Craig and
linebacker Kevin Whitfield
each had five tackles.
Murray had several more
chances to score. Once in the
contest, defensive end Sam
Franklin got his hands on a
pass but couldn't find the
handle. If he had caught the
ball, he could have walked to
the endzone. Another time,
Roy Hackley picked off a pass
bathe was out of bounds.
And in the first period,
Murray used a pass in-
terference play that was good
for 25 yards to carry the ball
down. to the Western three,
where the offense stalled and
LaGorce hit the field goal to
tie the game at 3-3.
"How many turnovers did
we- get,?" Furgerson asked.'
Someone huddled around the
group of reporters in the
dressing room told Furgerson.
his team forced six turnovers.
"We asked for seven,"
Furgerson chirped.
"Our people stuck with it.
After losing 13-11 to East
Tennessee and 12-10 to
Eastern Kentucky, we still
were able to battle back.
That's what happens when you
have quality people.
"Bruce Walker got hurt on
the first play of the game. He
came back in, got hurt again 
later on, but still kept coming
back and playing. That's the
kind of folks we like to have in
our program. Not only do we
have good athletes but we
have good students and good
citizens," Furgerson added.
Murray finished with 164
yards on the ground, with
freshman Don Portell racking
up 90 in a sensational game.
Dickens hit only two of 10
passes for 14 yards, giving the
Racers a total net yardage of
178.
Western had 159 on the
ground and 132 in the air for a
total of 291. But the Hilltop-
pers had three passes picked
off and lost three fumbles.
Recovering fumbles for the
Racers were Dennis McGhee,
Bill Shannon and Jeff Boyd.
Murray finishes the season
with a 5-6 overall mark while
the Hilltoppers bow out with a
4-5-1 record. In the league,
Murray finishes in third place
with a 4-3 mark while Western
was 3-4.
The Racers lose only seven
seniors off the squad. They are
kicker Emodi Amagwula, who




Al Martin, defensive back
Bruce Walker, offensive
tackle Buff Fritz and defen-
sive end Chuck Wempe.
If the Racers can come up
with some key recruits at key
positions, Murray could very
well be in the thick of the
league race next season.
"As of right now, we're




Wayne and Cathy Perrin
announ, e the.
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from South Central Bell
make beautifully dif-
ferent gifts. For holidays.
Weddings. Anniver-
saries. New homes. Or
give yourself a gift.
The Design Line
phone housing is
owned by the person
you buy it for. It comes
with a six-month war-
ranty We own, service,
and maintain the work-





YOU CAN ADD THE
COST TO YOUR TELE-
PHONE BILL PAY IN




lax and Installation it applicable. are not included in
the Price ARC*? up 10 three weeks fcr delivery
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75-6 1 Win Over Lakers
By BARRY DREW
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The Calloway County
Lakers lost a hard fought
game, 75-61, Saturday night
when they met the Livingston
Central Cardinals at
Smithland.
Billed as a potential battle
early last week, the game
lived up to its billing and then
some.
In the first and second
quarters, the teams played
almost even basketball. At the
end of the first quarter the
game was tied at 19 all. The
half time score gave the Cards
a slim lead of only two points
at 32-30.
Livingston began to take
control in the third quarter
and opened up a lead of 48-41
over the Lakers. The Lakers
were never able to get back
into the game and Livingston
coasted on in with a 14-point
victory that was their third in
a row.
The Lakers showed that
they were more than a match
GOING UP FOR TWO—Senior forward Mike Wells (44) goes
up for two points in the takers' game against Livingston Coun-
ty Central Saturday night at Smithland. Forward Jimmy Lamb
moves in for the possible rebound. No didn't need to. The shot
was good and Wells put in 20 more for the night.
(Staff photo by Rom Will. Droop)
for the run and gun Cards
throughout the first half. The
chink in the Calloway armor
turned out to be fouls as the
Cards went to the charity
stripe 27 times-and connected
on 21.
The Cards had a big night on
the boards holding a 41-25 edge
in rebounding.
Chug Black paced the
winning Cards with a 20-point
performance. Livngston had
five players hitting double
figures with an outstanding
performance from Ricky
Ftingstaff who came off the
bench and went for 15 points
on the night.
Senior forward Mike Wells
led the Lakers with a game
high 22 points. Following the
lead of Wells, Randy McCallon
added 11 and Jimmy Lamb
and Tommy Futrell each had
ten to put four of the visiting
Lakers in the double column.
Calloway had a tough night
trying to stop the Livingston
attack. The Lakers went man
to man with the Cards and
frequently employed full-
CWIrt pressure to stop-
'Livingston. But the Cards
seemed to rise to the occasion
and thwart whatever the
Lakers were doing on defense.
Livingston County enjoyed a
good shooting night from the
field as they hit on 26 of 65 field
goal attempts. The Lakers
nailed down 24 of 61 from the
field. The foul line proved to
be the winning margin for the
Cards. 
The game was a "battle" in
the truest sense of the word.
But it was a learning ex-
perience for Coach Robert
Slone and his Lakers.
With the loss to Livingston
Central, Calloway County is 1-
2 for the season going into a
Tuesday night contest with
visiting Hickman County here
at Jeffrey Gym.
Following the game with
Hickman County the Lakers
host Livingston County at
home' on December 2M. Look
for a really tough game as this
young Calloway County team
takes on the Cards on their
home floor.
Calloway County played
Livingston a good game ex-
cept for the foul trouble Which
seemed to be what did them
in. But they played good
basketball up there Saturday
night.
Basketball season runs a lot







Lamb 4 2 4 10
Darnell 2 0 2 4
Futrell 3
1 2 11
Olive 4-1 1' 5 5
Garlarld 1 4 1









Harrington 0 2 2 2
Blaine 1 0 2 2
Johnson 2 8 0 12
G FUngstaff 3 4 2 10
Belt 1 0 0 2
Hill 4 4 3 12
R. Ringstaff 7 1 1 15
Totals; • 27 21 13'75
Calloway 19 30 41 61
lAvingston Central 19 32 48 75
Michigan Rated Top Cage Team
In First Poll, Peay Mentioned
One of West KentuckYs largest
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All but four of the nation's
Top Twenty college basketball
teams start shooting this
week.
The Big Four Tournament
at Greensboro, N.C., on
Friday night, highlighted by a
game between third-ranked
North Carolina and No. 15
North Carolina State,
precipitates a landslide of








W L T Pet PF PA
Balt 8 2 0 .800 292 170
N. Eng 8 3 0 .727 280 202
Miami 5 5 0 .500 182 174
NY Jets 3 8 0 .273 134 271
Buff 2 9 0 .182 184 233
Central Division
Cinci 9 2 .818 270 165
Pitts 7 4 .636 272 135
Cleve 7 4 .636 223 225
Hstn 4 7 .364 192 225
Western Division
Oakld 10 1 .909 242 201
Deny 7 4 .636 256 138
S Diego 5 6 .455 215 231
K.C. 3 8 .273 212 325



















Minn 9 1 1 .864 240 140
Cbcgo 5 6 0 .455 189 171
Dirt 5 6 0 .455 208 102
Gn Bay 4 7 0 .364 175 243
Western Division
L.A. 7 3 1 .682 239 159
S Fran 6 5 0 .545 216 154
N OrIns 4 7 0 .364 226 259
AtInta 4 7 0 .3er4 138 209
Stle 2 9 0 .182 198 340
Sunday's Results
New England 38, New York
Jets 24
Oakland 26, Philadelphia 7
Cleveland 24, Tampa Bay 7
Atlanta 17, Dallas 10
San Diego 34, Buffalo 13
Pittsburgh 32, Houston 16
Detroit 14, Chicago 10
Minnesota 17, Green Bay 10
Cincinnati 27, Kansas City 24
Washington 16, St. Louis, 10
Denver 14, New York Giants
13
Los Angeles 23, San Fran-
cisco 3
New Orleans 51, Seattle, 27
Monday's Game
Baltimore at Miami, ( n
Thursday, Nov. 25
Buffalo at Detroit
St. Louis at Dallas
Sunday, Nov. 2A
Denver at New England
Seattle at New York Giants
Philadelphia at Washington
Miami at Cleveland
New York Jets at Baltimore
Chicago at Green Bay
Atlanta at Houston
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
Kansas City at San Diego
New Orleans at Los Angeles
Tampa Bay at Oakland
Monday, Nov. 89
—'Minnesota at San Francisco,
(n)
season opened Sunday with a
token number of unimportant
games. By next Saturday,
such teams as top-ranked
Michigan, third-rated North
Carolina, fourth-ranked UCLA





UCLA plays San Diego State
Friday and No. 18 DePau
Saturday, and Indiana opens
with a game against South
Dakota Saturday.
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, last sea-
son's records and total points
Points based on 20-18-16-14-i2-
10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
1.Michigan (21) 25-7 588
2.Marquette 161 27-2 531
3.N.Carolina 9( 25-4 449
4.UCLA 21 27-5 425
5.Indiana 71 • 32-0 422
6.Kentucky 21 20-10 298
•Nev-LV • 29-2 279
8.Maryland 72-6 45
9.Louisville (11 20-8 277
10.A1izona 24-9 206
11.S4n Fran lI 22-8 190
12.Cincinnati 25-6 174
13.Ala barna 23-5 101
14.Notre Dame 234 87






Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Arizona State;
Austin Peay; Baylor; Centena-
ry; Holy Cross; Kansas State:
Houston; Long Beach; Mem-
phia, State; Miami, Ohio: Min-
nesota; Mississippi State; Mis-
souri; Oral Roberts; Oregon
State; Penn; Pitt; Pepperdine;
Providence; Princeton; Pur-
due; Syracuse; Southern Il-






Jimmy Connors of Belleville.
Ill., defeated Roscoe Tanner
of Lookout Mountain, Tenn .
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Low-Low Prices on items youll be needing often in the weeks ahead
t
Why Pay More Than
Big John Sells For
ItsTheTotalThatCounts&YourToIaIBIIWHIBe
Less Al Big John's BOCOUS0 Big John's Has The
Lowest Shelf Prices Around!
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covered by the Farm Labor
.,Contractor Registration Act
FLCRA are reminded by the
U. S. Labor Department that
, they must have current
certificates of registration in




Atlanta, says that under the
FLCRA a "farm labor con-
tractor" is one who is paid to
recruit, solicit, furnish or
transport seasonal •farm
workers for agricultural
employment either within a
state or across state lines.
Contractors who are exempt
from coverage are those who
operate solely within a 25-mile
radius of their homes and for
not more than 13 weeks each
A registration certificate is
effective only during the
calendar year for which it is
issued, according to Patching.
However, a contractor who
holds a 1976 certificate and
files for renewal before Dec. 1,
1976 may continue to operate
until his application for a 1977
certificate is acted upon.
Patching also cautions
growers to deal only with
contractors who hold valid
certificates of registration and
who are otherwise in com-
pliance with the FLCRA.
Along with other
, requirements, the Act calls for
7- contractors to provide
workers with a full ex-
-planation of all pay deductions
i- and to submit proof that any
•
housing facilities the con-
tractors own or control meet
applicable federal and state
safety and health standards.
Application for a
registration certificate may
be made at any office of the
State Employment Service.
Under the Fair Labor
Standards Act ( FLSA ), also




agriculture, by an employer
who used more than 500 man-
days of agricultural labor in
any calendar quarter of the
preceding calendar year,
must be paid a minimum
wage of at least $2.20 an hour
beginning Jan. 1,1977.




both the FLCRA and the FLSA
is available from the U. S.
Labor Department's Wage
and Hour Division office at
187-E Federal Building, 600
Federal Place, Louisville, Ky.
40402, telephone 502-582-5226.
• Christmas shopping, tree trim-
ming and addressing holiday
cards can cut into the time you
normally spend preparing
meals. Hot Cervelat Bean Mix
is a 20 minute dinner that's a
real taste-pleaser. In a medium
sauce pan, cook one 10-ounce
package frozen lima beans as
label directs; drain. Stir in one
16-ounce can kidney beans, one
4-ounce package sliced cerve-
lat. cut up, 2 tablespoons pielde
relish, 1 tablespoon vinegar, 1
teaspoon cornstarch and 1/4 tea-
spoon salt. Simmer 10 minutes,










An Individual Retirement Account ( IRA ) is a per-
sonal tax-sheltered retirement plan. It was developed
by Congress to bring to every American worker the op-
portunity to build a more secure future for himself and
for his family.
Corporations have long been permitted to establish
retirement plans for their employees. As long as a plan
met certain requirements, employer contributions to
the plan were fully tax deductible. Likewise, employer
contributions on behalf of an employee were not
currently taxable to the employee. He was taxed on his
share of the plan only when he received it.
Since 1962, tax deductions for contributions to a
retirement plan have also been available to self-
employed persons. In that year Congress determined
that these persons, too, should be allowed a tax-
sheltered method of saving for retirement. The result•
was H. R.-10, a law which allowed the self-employed to
make tax-deductible contributions to a pension or
profit-sharing plan.
While corporate and H. R.-10 plans covered a sub-
stantial portion of the working population, a large nun-
her of workers still had no tax-sheltered means by
which to supplement Social Security. Recognizing that
Social Security alone is inadequate, especially in times
of inflation, Congress has now provided for Individual
Retirement Accounts for those not covered by other
plans. Amounts set aside in an IRA may be placed in a
trust or custodial account with a financial institution
such as ours. They may also be invested in an annuity
or endowment contract, or qualified retirement bonds.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,




Farm Bureau Federation To
Hold Annual Meeting In January
PARK RIDGE, ILL. —
Government farm programs,
taxation, spending, inflation,
international trade, and the
adverse impact of federal
regulatory agencies on food
production are expected to be
the major policy issues
discussed at the 58th annual
meeting of the American
Farm Bureau Federation in
Honolulu January 9-11. With
the Agriculture and Consumer
Protection Act of 1973 expiring
with the 1977 crop year, more
than usual attention will be
devoted to Farm Bureau
recommendations to the
Administration and Congress
for programs -designed to
promote a market-oriented
agriculture.
The convention is expected
to be the largest ever for the
organization an an
ticipated attendance of 15,000
farm people. Policies on both
national and international
issues will be adopted by the
voting delegates representing
49 state Farm Bureaus and
Puerto Rico (Alaska has no
Farm Bureau.) The
Federation is the largest
general farm organization in
the nation with more than 2.5
million member families.
Guest speakers at the
Monday and Tuesday January
10 and 11 general sessions of
the convention in Honolulu's
Blaisdell Center will include
Ambassador Frederick B.
Dent, U. S. Special
Representative to the General
Trade Negotiations in Geneva,
Switzerland, and Shirley
Temple Black, Chief of
Protocol for the Department
of State, and former U. S.
representative to the United
Nations. Ambassador Dent
will address the convention on
Monday morning. Mrs. Black
will appear before the
Tuesday morning general
session. AFBF President
Grant will give his annual
address Monday morning. The
Federation's Chief
Administrator and Secretary,
Richard W. Owens, will
present his annual report
Tuesday morning:
The convention will open
with vesper services at 4:00 p.
m., Sunday, January 9, led by
the Reverend Dr. Abraham K.




Akaka, is a graduate of the
University of Chicago,and has
long been prominent in
Hawaiian church affairs. The
choir from the Kawaiahao
Church will provide music for
the services.
The American Farm
Bureau Young Farmer and
Rancher Committee will hold
its discussion meet beginning
Sunday afternoon at the
Surfrider Hotel with selection
of four national winners
coming Sunday evening in the
Sheraton-Waikiki's Hawaiian
ballroom. Approximately 25
state Farm Bureaus have
indicated that they will have
representation in the contest
this year.
Monday afternoon, January
10, will be devoted to special
interest conferences, as well
as the American" Farm
Bureau Women's annual
conference.
Dr. John Hannah, former
president of Michigan State
University and presently
FARM BUREAU, ORANGES & GRAPEFRUITS
FROM FLORIDA
DETACH AND MAIL TO YOUR COUNTY FARM BUREAU BY DEC. 1,1976
309 Maple, Murray, Ky. 42071
Please enter my order far:
Ii. Oranges, 4/5 Bu.   $6.50/Bz.
Grapefruit, 4/5 Be.  $4.00/ Bs .
Ix. Tangelos, 4/5 Be.  $6.00/11z.
Case •NiDensity Frozen Orange Juice, 24/12 Oz. Cans  S14.75/Ca.
Case "IfiDensity Frozen Grapefruit Juice, 24/12 Oz. Cans  $12.00/Ca.
• May be diluted with 5 cans of water. Teel:
Nome
Address





Executive Director of the
World Food Council, and
Edward W. Cook, chairman of
Cook Industries, Inc., will be
featured speakers at the
Commodity and Marketing
Conference. Dr. Hannah is
expected to discuss some of
the food problems facing
developing nations, while
Cook will discuss ways for
American producers to sell in
world markets and marketing
problems in less developed
countries.
In the Insurance Con-
ference, three outstanding
financial and insurance
executives will talk of op-
portiunties — and problems in
the field of insurance. They
will be Vestal Lemmon,
president of the National
Association of Insurers;
Lester __Rawls, Insurance
Commissioner of the state of
Oregon and Larry Ronson,
who recently retired as senior
vice-president of the First
Hawaiian Bank.
At the Organization Con-
ference, Charles B. Shuman,
Sullivan, Illinois, former
president of the American
Farm Bureau, will discuss the
importance of good volunteer




portunities to improve and
expand existing SAFEMARK
product lines will be explored
by Anierican Farm Bureau
Service Company staff and
conference participants.
Entertainment for the
convention will include a
dance Monday evening at the
Sheraton-Waikiki ballroom
with Phil Ingall's orchestra
playing.
Beginning at noon on
Tuesday, the voting delegates
from member state Farm
Bureaus will begin con-
sideration of the report of the
Resolutions Committee. The
Business session of the con-




Tuesday evening will be
devoted to the organization's
annual awards and
recognition program and a
festival of traditional
Ha waiia,n music and dance by
several local groups.
Programs judged for awards
-include; , Membership,
Commodity. Activities, Farm
Bureau Women, Farm Bureau








participants cannot be seated
m Blaisdell Center at a single
low, two performances will
be presented Tuesday
evening. The first will consist
of the Hawaiian program plus
the awards to state Farm
Bureaus. The second per-













nothing new. It's been around
more than 60 years, ever since
it was established by an Act of
Congress in 1914.
Even so, Calloway County
Extension Agent for Home
Economics, Mrs. Jean Cloar
says she keeps running into
people who never heard of
Extension. "So, I guess we
need to spread the word
around, not only that we're
here in each county, but why
'we're here," she says.
"Extension started out
helping mostly rural families,
but nowadays our informal
education program is
available to everyone who
wants it. The whole thing is a
cooperative effort on the part
of federal, state and local
county governments. This
means that part of the money
to make it work locally comes





by law in 1890 have been in-
cluded in Extension work. In
this state, the assistant
director arid his staff housed
at Kentucky State University'
in Frankfort are a vital
component of the total
Extension program.
"In the Calloway County
office, we have agents in home
economics, agriculture, and 4-
H yet, come on -into the
Calloway County Cooperative
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists it
the UK College of Agriculture
When possible, do your
grocery shopping when the
store is not too crowded and
when you will have time to
-compare prices and select
wit)" Cafe. This. suggestion
cqmes from Extension foods
specialists at the University of
Kentucky.
W1pN C_,\\QN QT-Vi
R \(y 440 1 I
.10
Extension Office at 209 Maple
treet and get acquainted. We
have all sorts of programs,
information, and publications
to share with you. It's a tax-
supported operation, so come
on in and get your money's
worth!"
From 4-H Cookbooks: Chicken Casserole Recipe
CHICAGO -Orange-nut
rice topped with seasoned,
coated chicken! Sound good?
For flavor and texture, it's
hard to beat this low-cost
casserole-prepared by young





1/3 cup orange juice






1-1 / 3 cups quick-cooking
rice (uncooked)
2.1/2 pounds frying chicken





juice, onion, butter, pecans
and salt in 2-quart shallow
baking dish. Add rice and mix
well. Coat chicken with sea-
soned coating mix as directed
on package, and arrange over
rice mixture. Bake at 400° tor
45 to -50-Minute's. Makes 4
servings.
With the casserole serve
buttered wax beans, tomato
;-6-nriciwel-or-who-le-grain_
rolls, apple pie with cheese,
and milk. This menu includes
servings from each of the four
food groups: milk and milk
products, meat, vege-
table/fruit and bread/cereal.
The four groups supply nutri-
ents needed daily for good
heal-ch.
Young people 9-14 can
learn arl about nutrition- and
become accomplished cook --
in a variety of practical 4-H
food-nutrition projects and
activities supervised by the
Cooperative Extension Serv-
ice.
4-11 members learn how to
budget and shop for food.
handle and store food safely.
and plan and prepare nutri-
tious meals and snacks. 4-fl
projects are fun, and they are
geared to the development oi
good food habits that last J
lifetime.
• With the youngsters back in
school, thoughts turn to lunch
boxes and sandwiches. Add va-
riety and extra protein to noon-
time meals by using turkey roll
or turkey salami as the lunch-
meat base for sandwiches.These
new poultry products are in
your grocer's refrigerated meat
cases along side the traditional
sausage products.
For good nutrition, daily menus should include servings from
each of the four food groups (milk, meat. ve
getable/fruit.
bread/cereal). The national 4-14 food-nutrition program
emphasizes practical instruction in planning and preparing
well-balanced, appetizing meals and snacks. Program
members 9-19 can- earn awards ranging from county medals




achievement in the food-
nutrition program, General
Foods Corporation sponsors
awards that range from coun-
ty medals to college scholar-
ships.
Up to four 4-11 members
per county can earn medals
'aTtlf One 4-1rer In
each state can wm an ex-'
pense-paid trip to the 55th
National 4-H Congress, Nov.
2S-Dec. 2 in Chicago. During
Congress, six national food-
nutrition winners receive
$500 scholarships.
All winners are chosen by
the I. s tension_ Service.
N wards are arranged and an-
noumed by the National 4-t1
Serv 1,..e Com nuyee.
- More information oniThe
food-ilutrition program is




Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
TtuA sale
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and hear a report by the milk
marketing coopera;ive s
Executive VicePresiden; and




Young Dairymen Couple for
1976 will be announced J(.hn
and Cathy Burrow of Fill, in,
Kentucky, representing he
Paducah Division, are one of
the ten finalists selec-ed by
each of the Dairymen. Inc.
divisions.
Mrs. Barbara.. Hasfurder of
Eminence, Kentucky in the
Kyana Division, reLently
named the National Dairy
Woman of the Year. IA 111 be
introduced at the evening
'session.
On Thursday mor-,ing,
reports will be presentedb 1'.
L. Robinson of Joni-b.
Tennessee, the Presidill if
Dairymen, inc., and James E.
Mueller, Vice President of
Finance for the cooper:a Ave.
Guest speaker fir ;he
morning's business session




room; facilities will be Itwated
at the new Hilton 11,,, e1 in
.downtown Atlanta.
More Contented?
U.S. cows are the tr. ' ;>ro-
ductive of all milk the
world's major dairy pr . 'Ina
countries.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray ledger &
Times by S• 30 p in Monday.
Friday or by 330 p in on Safer-
Ways are urged to call 753 1916
between 5,30 p. on °ad 6 p
Monday friday, or 3 30 p
and 4 p in Saturdays to insure--
delivery of the newspape. Colls
must be pieced by 6 p in•eelt-
1:IV's or 4 p in Saturdays to
gerrentee delivery
4
Research Points Out Hazards
Of No-Hay Rations For Cows
Displaced abomasums,
leading to high surgery costs
and loss of good cows, has
been one of the chief problems
related to no-hay diets for
dairy herds, according to
recent research at several
universities. Ketosis also
seems to be more common in
herds that are not fed
adequate hay rations.
The latest report to confirm
this is an extensive study at
Cornell University in Ithaca,
New York. It is the second
such study at that university
that has turned up the same
results.
While the report pointed out
many advantages of an all-
corn silagror corrrsilage and
haylage diets for dairymen,
the previous experiences on
loss of cows and health
problems reappears as a
warning to dairymen using or
considering all-corn silage
programs. The newest report
notes that the scientists have
still not determined- just why
test cows fed hay along with
their silage diets have less
ketosis than the cows which
receive no long fiber hay.
The Unknown Growth
Factor (UGF) attributed to
quality hay by researchers
' through the years, has still ncit
been identified. But the new
report seems to confirm the
value of feeding hay to ward
off health problems. A report
on the research notes "ketosis
was far more common in both
silage, all-corn-silage and
corn-silage-plus-haylage,
diets than the ration which
included hay. The reason for
this is unclear."
While noting that milk fever
was unrelated to- diet, the
report went on to state
"however, a high percentage
of displaced abomasums
occurred in the all-corn cows
only."
Data from the most recent
studies indicate that for in-
take, milk production and
body weight changes corn
silage is as equal to hay as a
forage. But, the long term
effect of no-hay rations on
dairy cows is not really
known. The report states
"Less resolved is the question
of the effects of continuous
corn silage consumption upon
the health of dairy cows. More
data are needed to
corroborate previous studies
and to provide information to
farmers about the feasibility
of long corn silage feeding."







us N. 4111 St.
Mangy, Ky. 753-5602
It's more than the break of a new day. It
brings the promise of new prosperity. For
there's a new awareness of America's agri-
culture„ and it's high time. If you're a farmer
or, a rancher, look to your Production Credit
Man for financial- WA, Providing ;credit ser-
vices for a rising
'farm enterprise is his
business.
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University veterinarian, has
long been an advocate of
feeding adequate hay rations
to ward off ketosis and
displaced abomasums. Dr.
Guss has reported on findings
that showed increases on
incidence of these problems
when hay feeding dropped off
due to drought-forced
reduction of hay bitake.
Farmers, too, have noticed
the difference feeding
adequate hay rations makes.
R. Arthur Stoller, a Gridley,
Illinois, dairyman had swit-
ched to a no-hay ration diet for
his cows a few years back. He
installed huge silos and made
his feeding easier on him.
"nut, eiouple Orkeariliter
things .began to happen. We
began to have herd problems
such as displaced
abomasums, mastitis, poor
conception rates and some
milk fever."
After reviewing his feeding
plan, Stoller itilr—cretildn't
discover what was wrong.
Then he read an article about
no-hay rations causing
problems for dairy cows and
decided he would look into it.
"We started feeding hay
daily to all cows and within a




solution to a serious problem
has been echoed by other
farmers. By instituting a
careful feeding program in-
corporating adequate long
fiber hay with corn silage,
grain and haylage . rations,
dairymen can help their herds




As the Calloway County
High FFA participates in -
liational Farm City Week, the
ievolvement of one FFA
memWS farming operation
relates the interdependence of
rural and urban people. .,
Shed Sykes, President of de
Calloway County FFA, had as
a part Of , his Occupational
Experience Program, 70 acres
of corn. That produced about
8,000 .bushels of grain. What
dcies this mean to the food
consumer? Food and fiber
from field to factory to the
family table furnish jobs and
income for a third or more of
America's working force. A
wide variety of concerns_ in
our society brings clearly into
focus the growing need for
better understanding between
rural and urban people.
The 8,000 bushels of corn
weighed about 448,000 lbs. It
Dairymen To Hold
Meeting In Atlanta
Dairy farm family mem- December 8, the membern and
bers of Dairymen, Inc. will guests will be welcomed Co
hold their Eighth Annual Georgia by the Hon.rable
Meeting in Atlanta, Georgia HermanE. Talmadge. United
on December 8 and 9, 1976. • States Senator from Georoa.
According' to Paul Myrick,
Associate Manager of the
cooperative's Paducah
Division, over 100 members
and wives are expected to
attend the session from the
Paducah Division.
The delegation will be
headed by Bob Bondurant of
Kevil, Kentucky, President of
the Paducah Division.
It is anticipated that over
„4,000 dairy farm family
members from the-. 13
Southeastern states in the
Dairymen, Inc. area will
participate in the sessions to
be held at the Atlanta Civic
Center.
During the two day meeting
members will hear reports
from their president and
cooperative management,
select an Outstanding 'Young
Dairymen Couple, listen to a
nationally known columnist
and commentator, and have
an opportunity to voice their
opinions and ask questions
during open discussion
meetings.
At the first official session
on Wednesday evening,
Buy New Ford Tractors & Implements
NO INTEREST UNTIL MARCH, 1977 
1st Payment January, 1978
Here are a few customer advantages —
• Interest Free - Use equipment six months at Ford's ex-
pense. • Take Advantage - Of year-end investment tax Adit. •
Beat Inflation - Buy at this year's prices, Pay with next year's
dollars. • Use- Present equipment equity as down.payment.
BUY NOW AND SAVE
At
GARDNER FORD TRACTOR
Phone 247-7408 Highway 45 Mayfield, Ky.
 •
ve•
takes about 5 lbs."/ corn to
-make lib. of pork, therefore
this FFA member produced
about 89,000 lbs. of ham, bacon
and sausage-. '
That same 70 acre corn
project could produce 179,200
lbs. of poultry or 74,660 lbs. of.
hamburger and steak or
112,000 dozen eggs, or finally
this FFA member could
produce 896,000 lbs. of milk.
This ir-quite a- feat for one
FFA member.
sin the picture above, the
Senior Ag 4 Class members,
from Calloway County High
School are observing the grain
unloading and drying
operation of Allbritten Farms.
In much of the world a
farmer can raise enough
plants and animals to supply
only his own family's needs.
There is nowhere near the
productivity of the American
farmer as can be seen by the
following example. FFA
members 'have, as part of
-their planned programs of
ocoupational experience, cash
crop projects such as
soybeans, corn, wheat and
tobacco, feed crops such as
grain, hay, silage and pasture,
and livestock projects such as
beef, dairy or hogs. To
produce any of these a farmer
has to use tractors, combines,
trucks, equipment, fuel, seed,
fertilizer, herbicides and
many other items. These are
only a few products of the vast
agricultural complex which
forms the keystone to our
nation's economy.
Consider what goes into the
ratOting of one tractor. The
iron ore is mined then sent to
be processed in a factory. The
steel is sent to the machinery
factory where it is pressed and
molded, .then assembled.
Besides this, paint is used for
the tractors, fuel and tires
have to be made and
processed for the tractor and
these are only part of the
materials involved.
The broad spectrum of
A Consumer Tip
from Extension SPocislists at
the UK College of Agricuiture
Read labels" to learn the
quality of food products, UK
Extension foods specialists
suggest. You don't need to
buy fancy grades of canned
fruits and vegetables, especial-
ly for stews, soups, fruit
cobblers or pies. Lower
grades are just as nutritious,
the flavor is often just . as
good, and the price is usually
lower. What-is different about
the foods that are graded
lower? It may be color (as in
tomatoes. or peas), size 'and
-uniformity of Piecesi-broken
pieces (as in peach slices), or
tenderness.
• In honor of Columbus Day,
try this sausage dinner which
features two Italian specialties
Italian • salami and pepper-
oni. Preheat oven to 350*. n a
greased DA quart baking dish,
stir together 4-c-up* wall-drained.
sauerkraut, two 4-ounce pack-
ages Italian salami which has
been diced, and one 4-ounce
package of sliced pepperoni.
Combine I cup orange . juice
and 2 tablespoons brown sugar
and.ppiir over sausage mixture.
Cover and bake • 30 miruites.
hitikes 4 servings, • e.
Agricultural Occupations
off eres challenging op-
portunities. Within this
framework one can find a
choice of satisfactory life's
work.
Here are some other in-
teresting farm facts:
1. Two out of three people in
the world are farmers while in
the U.S. one person in 20 are
farmers.
2. An average American
farmer feeds about 51 people.
3. One acre of land is about
the size of a football field.
4.- One large tractor could
cost as much as five cars.
5. One bushel of wheat will
make about 47 or more loaves
of bread.
6. American farmers grow
half of the corn in the world.
7. One acre of land can
produce enough potatoes to
make 52,000 servings of french
fries.
8. one apple tree equals
about 225 apple pies each
year.
9. A dairy cow may produce
72 glasses of milk daily.
10. CAN YOU THINK OF
ANYTHING YOU EAT OR
WEAR THAT DOESN'T
COME FROM PLANTS OR
ANIMALS. .
• If you think turkey is that
big bird we serve only on holi-
day occasions, you're wrong!
It's something you can serve
everyday if you stop by the
market and pick up some tur-
key hot dogs, turkey salami,
turkey pgstrami or turkey roll.
Ky. 3 Win 4-H Congress Trips
Payne hue
Three Union County
students have been named
1476 state 4-H winners and
will attend the 55th National
4-11 Congress in Chicago Nov.
2S-Dee. 2 .
They are among about 30
Kentucky 441 members
named to state honors by the
Cooperative Exterion` Serv-
ice.
The -ihree are George
Payne, IS, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Payne of Waver-
ly, Reed White, IS. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack White of
TUT and N a r-WST—BrdWii. I h.
'daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James F. Brown, also of Clay.
According to George
Payne, the lives of all of us
depend on conservation. His
seven-year award-winning
project dealt with soil ero-
sion planting and rotating
crops, soil enrichment and
irrigation. John Deere is pro-
viding Payne's trip to Con-
gress.
Reed White's six-year
petroleum power project wan
Miss Brov.s
him a trip to Congress pro-
vided by Amoco Foundation,
Inc.
White has mastered the
safety aspects, sound main-
tenance and proper lubrica-
tion of tractors. Since 1471
he has devoted more than
1,000 hours to tractor driving
contests and has conducted
driving schools for younger
4-H members. He has received
a total of 17 county awards.
Nancy Brown has de-
veloped a total of 14 skills in
her five-year • award-winning
food p vierva
Her skills range from the
proper selection and prepara-
tion of jars for canning to the
advantageous irse of the
freezer. During the last five
years she has received more
than 20 prizes.
Miss Brown, a high school
junior, will attend Congress as
guest of Kerr Glass Manufac-
turing Corp.
Awards are arranged by




400 additional butcher hogs per week to
meet order of new packer customer!






CHECK HEINOLD'SGUARAKTF ED HOG PRICE NOW.
Buy a
Farmsted Buildin
and get a double slide
door free.
Here's the best deal in Butler Farmsted
history. Buy any all-steel Farmsted building now
and get a double slide door. Free.
While the offer lasts, let us show you a
Butler Farmsted building. And at the same time,
give you details on how you get a free slide door -
when you buy an all-steel Farmsted.
Call us today. Let's
BUTLER
• get together on the best -
deal in Farmsted history i AGRI-BUILDER
Keith Hays - 489-2488 011is Anderson - 753-5448
Hillman Coles Const. Co.
Murray, Ky. 502 753-3897
Wes
PI











OPEN REGULAR HOURS ON FRIDAY.
Move a Safe and Happy Holiday!
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r , WORTH 30`OFF
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF lib Or more
SHELLED WALNUTS
HALVES & PIECES •
Good through Novernbtv 25
• Produce Dept only Lt one
KROGER HELPS CUT
FOOD COSTS FOR YOUR
VALUABLE COUPON
WORTH $1 OFF
toward tie perches' el
GLENDALE.,WHOLE BONELESS NAM
1 1 or 8-1b. COUNTRY CANNED HAM
Good through November 25th
Limit one with this coupon
GLENDALE 8-10 LBS





$ 1 2 8
98(
r'nces effective through Thursdoy, November
25th Quantity right reserved. Copyright 1976
The roger Co.
Peoples Choice










It COST CUTTER COUPON
WORTH 20(OFF





































GRADE A TOMS 18-LBS. AND UP 
Butterball-Turkeys 18.68'
u.S.D.A. GRADE A HOLLY FARMS
Frying Chicke
MDWD PARLBTS 394
U.S GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BEEF
Standing Rib Roast p $128
U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BEEF
Shoulder Roast LB 98'
1, 3 or 5 LB. "FLAT SEAL" PKG





_,00x. and 510 DC pvrchose e•cluchng 'terns prolub.fed by
ow ood n oddog:to to the cou Of coupon merchonthse Sothett to op





ICUT GOLD MEDAL COUNTRY CLUBI MINCE MEAT
YAMS FLOUR BUTTER PIE
C 2"z 59c5 1 -lb. 9pkg. Pkg.
OCEAN SPRAY ASSORTED OLE SOUTH16 07 8 9C
Pride of Illinois
























With this coupon and 510.00 purchase excluding items
prohibited by low and in addition to cost of coupon merchondise.
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Ajax Detergent












2 LB $1 2 5
PKG
49 OZ
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'Enriched Flavor breakthrough ends struggle
to bring taste to low tar smoking.
For years, 'clepencleno on tar for taste has
created a taste barrier for low tar smoking.
Now that barrier has been
broken. Broken for good by a
remarkable new cigarette
called MERIT
MERIT is packed with
'Enriched Flavor' tobacco.
The result of a radical new
discovery so successful at ,
boosting flavQr, MERIT
actually delivers the taste of
cigarettes having more tar.
Up to 60% more tar.
Yet MERIT has only
•
•
CD Philip Morris Inc. 1976
9 mg:'tar:' 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigareite _by FTC Method
Warning: The surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
lowest tar levels in smoking today.
Tests Verify Taste
MERIT was taste-tested
against current leading low
tar brands ranging from 11
mg. to 15 mg. tar.
Thousands of smokers were
involved. The majority report:
even if the cigarette tested had
up to 607 more tar than MERIT,
MERIT still delivered as much—
or more— taste. -
You've been smoking "low
tar, good taste'' claims long
enough.
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Tobacco Sales Begin Today
LEXINGTON. Ky.
The sales' season for burley
tobacco was set to begin today
and warehousemen predicted
[lie start would be shaky at
least as far as VOILUIle
concerned.
Most everyone has been
enio mg the good weather
lately . The warm dry days of
Indian summer have been
pleasant for many Ken-
tucklans.
But for the burley farmer,
who often dependvin it as his
main cash crop, the good
‘%eather hasn't been so good.
We need some moist
weather so the farmers can
handle it," warehouse owner
Oscar Penn said in a recent
interview. lf we hada drizzle
for a day or two or some good
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Burley tobacco is stored in
barns after it's harvested, and
allowed to turn from the light
green it was in the field to
dark brown. But it needs help
from the weatherman.
It must become moist
enough to be separated from
stalks and tied into "hands,"
as farmers put it' And moist
weather is the only solution.
Ira Massie, a tobacco
specialist with the University
of Kentucky, says "volume is
not on the market yet." And
the situaton is the same, he
says, and in some instances
worse, in other areas of the
burley belt, which consists of
Kentucky, Tennessee,
Virginia, North Carolina,
West Virginia, Indiana, Ohio
and Missouri.
"I was down in Glasgow the
other day and one of the big
warehouses had a third of a
row up for sale Monday
morning - about 40 baskets -
and it would only take a few
minutes to run through
those," Massie said.
''Some markets have a little
tobacco and some have just a
little bit more, but none of
Fast Film Service







118 St. 12th. 753-0035
Free Parking At Rear Door
them have a marketful," he
said. "It will be a matter of
waiting until the weather
changes."
The National Weather
Service in Louisville issued a
forecast late Sunday which
provided no good news for the
burley growers. The forecast
was for colder weather with no
precipitation.
There are more than 200
burley warehouses in Ken-
tucky, and for the next two or
three months, farmers will be
playing a guessing game with
small groups of buyers from
cigarette companies.
The farmers have a better
crop than last year, and they
may hold on to their stocks
and wait for the prices they
want, according to those in the
industry.
Support prices this year
have jumped from 96 cents a
pound in 1975 to about $1.09 per
pound. The new support prices




Harris has predicted a
market-price average of as
much as $1.20 a pound. Prices
like that could mean the first
$500 million market for
Kentucky's burley farmers.
The V.- S: Department- of
Agriculture has estimated the,
Kentucky crop at 441.8 million
pounds. If that proves ac-,
curate, it would be 2 per cent
larger than last year's and the
largest since 1963.
The estimate of total
production in the eight-state












TO PUT A i4OLD
ON ME
THE PHANTOM
THE' ALSO EAT CHICKEN...e;












FAvoPITE DISH  
AM8A55ADOR CARI .M155 _
PALMER, OUR PRESIDE-NT c
5ENI75 GREETING 5. AND HIS
weLcomE To IVORY-LANA. '
LI'L ABNER
Tt-IANN5GIVING IS A
TIME TJ E.1E A
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THE WORD WOULD GET 4ROUND
THAT I WAS LJNIFEMININEr-TI-AT



















Poison Control . .  753-7588
Senior Cite/ens .  753-0929
Needline  7531EED






requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,







DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.
Call 753-9135 for in-
' formation.
WE CAN MAKE COPIES
of your color portrait in
any sizes you wish. Very
little cost to you. Art-
craft, 118 South 12th, 753-
0035.





HEY! Have you seen
what Gerald Waldrop's
selling? He's branching
out. He now has baby






the disappearance of 2
dogs from East
Calloway on Hwy. 1551.
For details, phone 753-
2276 before 8:30 a. m. or
after 5:30 p. m.














5 Lost And Found
LOST BLACK AND TAN
German; Shepherd,
Penny vicinity. Wedding







women to work with
TV Service at Murray
Calloway Hospital. 4,5




meeting public, no lif-
ting or TV repair.
Reply to Box 32G. Do
NOT contact Hospital.
IF YOU ARE 18 or older,
have at least a high
school education, and
would love to become a
tanker, you might make
our team. For in-
formation call Mike
Mitchell 753-7753 8:00 a.
m.-5:00 p. m. National
Guard Belongs.






resume to P: 0. Box 32H.
WANTED OP-
TOMETRIC assistant.
Will train. Should be a
wearer of soft contacs.
Prefer female. Must be
25. Call 753-4576 or 753-
7706 after 5.
SOMEONE TO DO
housework. Write to LC
Miller, 1663 College
Terrace or call 753-5822.
WANTED SOMEONE
from Chicago area to
transport boat and





S.W. Ky. and N. W.
Tenn.
Guaranteed weekly
draw plus training in-


























You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background op-
























forms, etc. Can read







tracks of timber. Will
give top price. Call 1-365-
3781 or 1-3(0-5011 after 5
p. m.
WANT TO-BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291.
14 Want To Buy
WE BUY YOUR used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.






1970 Ford. Call 753-8399.












SALE - Chain Saw
chains, 34" or 404 pitch
_enough for 12" bar,




• worth $20,000. Will sellia




patch. Now available at






shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
CROCHETED SHAWLS,
$15 and up. WA make
41. excellent gifts. Will also
make afghans and other
crocheted items. Call
753-3096.
NEW KING wood burning
stove. Has automatic
thermostat control with
fire brick will burn 23"
log. Call 753-1654.
BEDROOM ensemble for
twin bed in Indian
Brown. Braided rug, 30
x 54, red, white, and
blue. Boston rocker in
walnut finish. Call 753-
8347 after 8p. m.
19 71 JEEP PICKUP
truck, V-8, 3 speed, 4
wheel drive. $1200. Call
443-3726.
FOR SALE
Two 0-I04 mikes with
tweet birds, ea. $511.11
One Drake 2000W
125.11 One Demo 500
W 13N.0 One Century
mobile 1175.50; One
3J/front% 90 VFO No S-
UDAN; One Allied
26 565 to 27 305 MO
One Simbo SS8
One Mottco Frek counter
$issa. 200 ft RG8U
foam Mit One 4
element beams OM
One 50 ft tower $51. -
One Horn 2 rotor 1151.00;
One Super mog $26.111
One Allied OX MAIL
Four 6 V Batteries-
$111.51 One 10 It radio
cabinet $150.111; One 8 h
p rotor tiller $111.111 One
71 Pontiac 2 door hard
top 11105.00; One 64
Dodge ' • pirkupB150.*
G M Compressors as.
125.00; Freon case $10.11.





electric, like new. Call





washer, odd chairs and
tables, china cabinet









and Service, 500 Maple -










FOR SALE D6 Caterpiller
diesel. Looks good, tuna








25% discount on grain
bins. Free interest on




FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence





beds. A Se I Ford Supply




sales and service at A &
I Ford Supply, Inc. in
Paris on Highway 54
West for low, low prices!
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two





miles. $55.00. Call 435-
4391.
22. Musical
NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.




PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor.
of Music Education :
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the














NOW is one of the best times to
spray under and around your
home, bugs. spiders, all kinds of
insects and pests are looking for
a place to hibernate-under your
home Tts warm, they are out ol






8. Pest Control100 South 13%
24 Miscellaneous
JERRY MD BETTY lost
their jobs, and now have
lost stereo. Take up
monthly -'payMent of
only $14.44 a month on
their beautiful
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CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.












SALE - TIMEX wat-
ches. All models, 20 per
cent discount. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Term.
HAVE YOUR 8 x 10 color
portrait quickly copied.
Any size, any quantity.
Super discount prices.
Aricraft, 118 South 12,
753-0035.
26 TV Radio
HIGH GAIN 23 channel.
Gutter mount antenna.
$85-. Cali 753-2813. •




27 Mobile Home Sales




After 5:30, call 753-0093.





1973 TOWN HOUSE, 12 I
72, living room,ciqn with
a bar, 2 bedrooms, bath




27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 12 x 1111 mobile home.
Two bedrooms, gas.
$5,500. Call 753-3185.
29 Mobile Home Rente:s
14 x 70, 3 BEDROOM,
good location. For in-
formation phone ' 753-
8641 or 753-4726.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
FOR RENT - Business
building. Best location.
4th and Sycamore
Street. Two floors plus 2
bedroom apartment.
Carpeted. Over 5,500 sq.
ft. Call 522-8469 or
inquire at Woods
Florist.










brick in country. $90 per
month. Couples only.
Call 489-2637:
SMALL 4 room house.
Adults only. No pets.
Deposit. Call 492-8356.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE -
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
37. Livestock Supplies
TWO GRAIN FED beef





The newly decorated Southside Restaurant is now
taking bookings for private parties at night during
the month of December. For smaller groups 15 to 50
we will be open just for you. We will have holiday
menues to choose from at reasonable prices. Come





Duties include typing dictation, medical records,




Murray Comprehensive Care Center





of interest to you.
Don George is your local Navy recruiter, and he has
something of interest for you that could change your
whole life- for the better. Don ,George has details
on special Navy scholarships and officer-training
programs, any one of which could be just what
you're looking for. Not just for now, but for your
future, too. Be sure to Make. a note of the time and
place and find out what Don George has to say.
Date: Monday & Thursday of each week
Time: 9:30 a. m. to 6:00 p. m.
Place: Bel Air Shopping Center
Be Someone Special in the Navy.
Don George






From 6-4o 21 nionths old.
Also cows and caliireat












and wormed. Will hold
for Christmas. Call 492-
8861.





REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farra.or acreage tract to
sell, contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone'
us today.
75 ACRE tract near
Kentucky Lake. This







Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace, central
electric heat and air,




phone us at KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, for more in-
formation on this choice
property.
IN 'FAVOR CW STIMULATING THE
ECONOMY BUT LET CARTER 90 IT "
43 Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
FOR ALL YOUR in-





93 ACItE FARM lcated in
southwest part of county
with a new two bedroom
home. About 30-35 acres
of cropland, 25 acres of }
timber and some land
that could be prepared
and put into cropland.
Farm couldielso be used








bedroom, 2 bath brick in
Gatesborough with
central gas heat, central
electric air, family
room, patio with gas
grill, panelled garage,
and wall-to-wall car-
peting. Call 753-8080 or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE
TWO ACRES OF land





new, 3 bedroom, brick
with 2 baths, family
room. Has lovely
cabinets, all built-ins,
central gas heat and
central. air. Lovely
carpet throughout. Wide
lot in city school district:
Great neighborhood and
a great buy. In mid 40's.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,




SHOP 32'x44' on 1 acre lot
















Wright Realty and Auc
tion, 915 Paris Road
Mayfield, Ky. 247-1300
A ONE BEDROOM home
on Ky. 121 at Coldwater.
House is on a large lot
that could be used for
not only for living
purposes but also
possibly for a business.
The interior of the house
is in good condition. The
outside needs some
work. The lot is worth
the full price of the listed
price. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, 753-0101 or
call Brice Ratterree,
753-7921.
46 Homes For Sale
SIX ROOM frame house
with 2 acres at Almo.
Phone 753-7494 day, 753-
9378 or 753-7263 evening.
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior ctfr 514 acres
( with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three beilrooms,
1,2 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.
REDUCED to $28,500.






For street or dirt. Like




start best offer. Call 753-
7754.
THREE WHEEL Honda
ATC70. Two years old.
9175. Call 753-8064.
iItIi$ HI/ /bre/ Hill
Bankroll Card
Pun( h cc! This Week







48 ALl ml, Service
FOR SALE: 283 Chevy








49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 ONE TON Ford
Wrecker. 16,000 miles.
Air condition. Power
brakes. 440 homes with
dollies and air tank. Call
527-9502 Benton, Ky.
GAS SAVER, 1974 Pinto
station wagon.




1971 PINTO, blue with
white. Starsky-Hutch
stripe, low mileage,
very clean. Call 753-8031
or 753-7758.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 VOLKSWAGON
Squareback, Runs and
drives good, body rough.
195.00. Call 489-2189.
1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
753-3185.
1971 LTD Brougham, 9
pass. station wagon.
Double, power and air.
Factory-AM radio and
stereo tape deck. 56,000
Actual miles. $1300.00.
Phone 354-6217.




luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-8. $2495. Call 436-
2136 after 4 p.m.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Servh es Offered
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kihds.














automatic, . power _
steering, brakes, win-
dows, air condition. T-




van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441. •
1976 WHITE Trans Am,
blue interior, air, tape,
and tilt wheel. Low
mileage. Extra nice.
Phone 753-5373.







$1250. Can be seen at 506
N. 4th. Call 753-0165
after 6,753-0574.
1973 GRAND TORINO
wagon. Extra nice. Call
489-2266.'
1976 BLACK TRANS
AM 6400 actual miles,
loaded. Can be seen at
Bunny Bread during day
or call 753-5909 after 5 p.
m.
1974 COUGAR XR-7, less
than 21,000 actual miles.
Sun roof, AM-FM tape
player mag wheels. Call
489-2563 after 5 p. m.
196s PONTIAC Bon-
neville, air, good con-
dition. Call 753-6558.
1971 DODGE POIARA
Custom. Very nice car.






pickup, mag wheels, air
condition, topper. Call
436-2174.
1973 CJ-5- Renegade jeep.
V-8. -Mag type chrome
wheels. Remington wide
grooved tires. A-1. $3650.
Call between 10 a. m.
and 10 p m.436-2590.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding .and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873. .
WILL DO any kind of
hauling, also garbage
pickup in county. Call
753-5768 8 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Afternoons call













in my home anytime.
References. Live in








home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration plumbing





doors, paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling











and interior, new and









Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or





of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water








DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-47-5569.
WILL DO inside or out-







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for








in all sizes. Artcraft; 118,
South 12th, 753-0035..
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass






hour or job. Free
estimate. Call 753-8343.
ELECTROLUX SALES






ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.






Call 753-4124, South 4th







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.



















female kitten. Gray and
white, affectionate and
playful. Call 753-3994.
TEN WEEK OLD male
puppy -white with long
hair and has one black






One was $109.00 Now $590°°
One via-ssli$:5ht1i y. 0. DO aNmoaw $6ged-2500
Call 753-0595
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE




Thi, alphabetized price tioll run wierkl.% clip it from




Bill Houghton, Rt. 6, Box 68





wa tan do Zenith
Warranty Service
Hwy 94 East
9 a.m. to 9 p m Toes , Wed and
Thurs. 9 a.m to 10 p m Fri and






































































91/1 dell, rote, sewer,
power and concrete foals and
753-5703
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Deaths and Funerals Miner Thought To Have Had Premonition
A. Logan Watson Is
Dead At Age 52;
Rites Wednesday
Albert Logan Watson died
Saturday at 8:40 p.m. at the
South Bend Memorial
Hospital, South Bend, Ind. He
was 52 years of age and his
death followed an extended
illness.
Mr. Watson operated
Rudy's Restaurant at Murray
from 1960-62 before moving to
South Bend, Ind., where he
was employed as a millwright
for the Bethlehem Steel
Company at Burns Harbor,
Ind.
The deceased was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Murray, a member of
American Legion Post 284 at
South Bend, Ind., a 32nd
degree Mason, and a Navy
veteran of World War U. Born
March 6, 1924, in Murray, he
was the son of Bert Watson of
Kansas and Lola lvie Watson
who died October 9, 1967.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. Jane Watson
Heath, Michigan City, Ind.,
and Miss Lynn Watson, South
Bend, Ind.; one son, Marty
Gene Watson, Mishawaka,
Ind.; two grandsons, Tom and
Jerry Heath.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Dr. David C. Roos officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





Mrs. Vergie Smith of Benton
Route Three died Friday at
11:40 p. m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
The deceased was 79 years
of age and a member of the
Brewers United Methodist
Church.
Survivors are her husband,
Street Smith, Benton Route
Three; two daugitters, Mrs.
Lida Keeling and Mrs.
Sammie Mayfield, both of
Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs.
Mabel Smith, Mayfield Route
Five, Mrs. Estalee _Chester
and Mrs. Winnie Smith, both
of Benton Route One; two half
sisters, Mrs. Hilda
Youngblood of Michigan and
Mrs. Robbie Goren of
Kirksey; half brothers,
Lannie Lyles, Benton Route
One; five grandchildren;
three great grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel qf the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. J. H.
Edward' Mayfield officiating.
Burial was in the Lyles
Cemetery.
Mrs. J. P. Pace Is
Dead At Age 83;
Funeral Is Today
Mrs. J. P. ( Maggie) Pace,
mother of Mrs. Randolph
(Estelle) Allen of 808 North
19th Street, Murray, died
Saturday at 9:30 p. m. at the
Jennie Stuart Hospital,
Hopkinsville.
She was 83 years of age and
the wife of J. P. Pace who died
in 1973. She was a member of
the Liberty Christian Church
at Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Pace is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Allen of
Murray, Mrs. Will (Mary
Emma) Smith and Mrs. John
William (Corinne)
Fourqurean, both of Gracey;
one brother, Rubin Vier,
Farmington, Ill.; six gran-
dchildren; twelve great
grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews including Mrs.
Bob Morton of Lynn Grove.
The funeral is being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Hughart Funeral
Home, Hopkinsville, with Rev.
Brooks Major officiating.





Larne A. Waldrop of Bell
City died Sunday at 11:30 a.m.
at the Puryear Nursing Home,
Puryear, Tenn. He was 83
years of age.
Mr. Waldrop was a retired
carpenter and an Army
veteran of World War I. He
was a member of the Story's
Chapel United - Methodist
Church.
The deceased was preceded
in death by his wife, Helen, in
1955. Born October 21, 193, in
Calloway County, he wTs the
son of the late Melvin
Dickerson Waldrop and
Martha Delina King Waldrop.
Survivors include one
brother, Olus Waldrop of
Mayfield, and several nieces
and nephews in Calloway and
Graves Counties.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at one p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Rev.
Paul Peck and Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., officiating. Music
will be by J. C. and Edith
Warren, singers, with Mrs.
Oneida White at the organ.
Burial will be in the Story's
Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
November 72,1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 2052 Est 460 Barrows &
Gilts Steady Sows Steady
US 1-2 200-2301bs.   13400-34.25
US 1-3 200-2401bs. .. . 533.50-3400
U52-4 240-260 lbs. . .132.50-33.50
US*3-4000-230 lbs.. . 131.50-32.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-3501bs.  120.50-21.00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs. .... 80000-2100
US 1-3 500-650 lbs  121.00-72.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs  01 o nn-20.00
BoArs S13.50-16.00
Sam Givens Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Services Today
Sam Givens of 412 South
Eighth Street, Murray, died
Saturday at seven p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 86 years of
age.
Mr. Givens, a retired far-
mer, was a member of the
New Providence Church of
Christ and the American
Legion Post No. 73, Murray.
He was a veteran of Wor
ld
War I. Born July 22, 1890, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late William Alfred
Givens and Sally Stephenson
Givens.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Euple Taylor Givens, to
whom he was married
November 23, 1935, and one
brother, Fouch Givens, both of
412 South Eighth Street,
Murray.
Funeral services are being
•held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale and Bro. R. J. Burpoe
officiating. Singing is by the
New Providence Church of
Christ singers with Bobby
_Stubblefield as leader.
Serving as pallbearers are
011ie Knight Stubblefield,
George Shoemaker, James
Puckett, and Prentice, Larry,
and J. C. Dunn. Burial will be
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Miss Media P. Hall
Dies This Morning
At Westview Here
Miss Media P. Hall of 215
South 12th Street, Murray,
died this morning at 10:15 at
• the Westview Nursing Home
where she had been a patient
for the past four years.
The deceased was 89 years
of age and was a retired school
teacher with over twenty
years of service. She was a
member of the Church of
Christ.
Born November 11, 1887, in
Carrol dounty, Tenn., she was
the daukhter of the late James
M. Hall and Martha Jamison
Hall. Prior to going to
Westview Nursing Home, she
had made her home with her
niece, Mrs. Sam Calhoinvtif
215 South 12th Street, Murray,
for three years.
Miss Hall is survived by one
brother, Joe Hall Of Westview
Nursing Home', Idurray, and
several nieces and nephews
including Mrs. Calhoun.
The funeral and burial
arrangements will be by the
Smith Funeral Home of
Jackson, Tenn. The Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home had




Hampshire and Maine are the
six states making up the north-







No matter what the
garment, if you liked it
well enough to buy it -
,•look your best in it! Enjoy.


















Bring any number. You mint present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.








king any number. You n.us t present
this COVISOR when you bring your








Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.











The funeral for H. Coleman
Waldrop was held Sunday at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with Rev. Clarence




Waldrop, Alex Waldrop, Jim
Waldrop, Tipton Reed,
Tommy Reed, Shannon Reed,
John Street, Craig Housman,
and Frank Gilliam, all
grandsons. Honorary
pallbearers were members of
the Men's Bible Class of the
First United Methodist
Church, Mayfield, where he
was a member.
Entombment was in the
Highland • Park Cemetery,
Mayfield, with Masonic rites
at the mausoleum.
Mr. Waldrop, age 81, died
Friday at five p.m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. He served as mayor
of Mayfield from 1942 'Until
1946. He was a native of
Calloway County and moved
with his family to Mayfield in
1919. He was in the insurance
and real estate husinege for
many years.
He and his wife, the fqfmer




Survivors are his wife; one
son, Ralph T. Waldrop,
Mayfield; four daughters,
Mrs.-Rohert Farless,
Murray, Mrs. Charles A.
Williams, Paducah, Mrs. L.
M. T. Reed, Mayfield, and
Mrs. William J. Street, Pit-
tsburg, Pa.; one brother, H. T.
Waldrop, Murray; three
sisters, Mrs. Alton Alexander
and Mrs. Elizabeth Holcomb,






The Humane Society of
Calloway County planned a
bake sale to be held on
Saturday, December 4, on the
court square to coincide with
the annual Christmas parade.
This special fund raising
project was planned at the
meeting held on November 15
at the Calloway County Public
Library with over fifty per-
sons present.
Dr. Keith Heim, president,
presided. A film, "The
Animals Are Crying," was
shown at the meeting. This
film dealt with the problems of
over-population and animal
shelters, Dr. Heim said.
Refreshments were served.
The next general meeting will
be held Monday, January 17.
Transit Authority To
Not Operate Two Days
The Murray-Calloway
Transit Authoritrwill not be
in operation on Thursday and
Friday, Noiember 25 and 26,
according to Alex McLeod,
director.
McLeod said the regular
service will be through
Wednesday, but closed the last






at Churches of Christ,
Scientist, will be held Thur-
sday, November 25, at eleven
a. m. at the local church
building at 1640 Farmer
Avenue, Murray.
Mrs. Gordon Ellis, first
reader, and Mrs. Helen
Peebles, second reader, will
conduct the worship service
which will include readings
from II Corinthians, from the
textbook of Christian Science,
"Science and Health With Key
to the Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy, and testimonies
by Christian Scientists.
The public is invited to




more than 300 years age, ac--
cording to National Geographic.
Before Edinburgh expanded in
1767, the city had become so
crowded some buildings were
built from 10 to 14 stories high.
EOLIA, Ky. (AP) - It was
late afternoon, last March 11,
when coal miner James N.
Sturgill, a devoutly religious
man, said he wasn't afraid to
die.
-You've got to die
sometime," Sturgill said.
.• You're going to die, period. If
you die, you die. So What!"
The interview ended when
Sturgill put on his coat and left
his mobile home to go to the
Scotia Coal Co. No. 1 mine.
He had volunteered to be
part of a 13-man team that
was going into the mine to
investigate the cause of an
explosion two days earlier in
which 15 miners were killed.
A few hours after the in-
terview ended, an explosion
ripped through the area where
Sturgill and the other
volunteers were working. Two
men escaped. Sturgill and 10
others were killed.
After an eight month wait,
his body and the remains of
the others were removed from
STOCK M
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by 1. M. Simon Co. are as follows,
Indus. Av.  +5.49
Airco 27% -4
Am Motors Va one
Wshland Oil 29% •-•4
AT&T 62% +1/2
Ford Motor  571/2 +••
Gen. Dynamics 13- +1- -
Gen. Motors 71% +%
Gen. Tiro 
GOOdriCh asit 4-'a
Gulf Oil 28% +%
Pennwalt 30% +1
Quaker Gala 24% +05
Republic Steel 30% unc.
Singer Mfg 18% unc.
Tappan 81/2 +%
Western Union 18% +4
Zenith Radio. 26% unc.
Prices of stock of local interest st priori
EDT. today, furrushed to the Ledger 4.
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray. are as follows: •
the pit on Friday. On Sunday,
Sturgill was buried near the
mobile home where he had
talked so optimistically about
life.
During the interview,
Sturgill had described the first
explosion as "a fluke. . . a
freak.
"This doesn't put any fear
into me," he said. "If you
thought about the dangers, it
would drive you out of the
mines. I don't think about it."
He said he was "no more
afraid to go into the mine than
lever was."
Sturgill had worked in the
mines as a youngster, after
learning to read and write in
the one-room school house,
where, ironically, his funeral
services were held Sunday.
Over the years, it was
converted into the Frank's
Creek Freewill Baptist
Church.
In a 1919 speech Woodrow
Wilson said, "I can predict with
absolute certainty that within
another generation there will
be another world war if the na-
tions of the world do not con-
cert the method by which to
prevent it."
Heublein Inc , 
 4244 -%
McDonald Corp 565  Ati
Ponderosa Systems 7 +',
Kimberly Clark • 40 unc
Limon carbide 57% +%
W R. Give- 261.4 UDC
Teicact9/r .4 ' •  26% +05
Genera/ Elec - •  5105 +1/2
GAICorp 12% +%
c,eo`reia Pacific 37% unc
Pfizer 27% +811
Jim Walters 39% unc
Kirsch 17 +b.
Disney 46% unc








1. Roast Young Tom Turkey with'cornbread dressing 8 giblet gravy
2. Prime Rib of Beef
3. Baked Ham witn. frost glaze
4. Leg of Lamb ItaliakStyle
Vegetables
1. Blue Lake Green Beans with Almonds
2. Waldorf Salad
3. Snowflall Potatoes hei
4. Asparagus With Hollandaise Sauce
5. Candled Yams
Hot Homemade Rolls & Cornbread
Coffee, Tea, Milk or Coke
Peach or Cherry Cobbler
Your Choice Meat, 3 Vegetables, Dessert & Drink -
$38ONLY 2 






-SPECIAL PURCHASE, -SPECIAL PRICE'
Tappan Microwave Oven
now $2only







• Reduces cooking times up
Cuts clean-up time and 
trouble





• AutomatiC defrosting cycle
thaws frozen foods quickly
• Hearty meals cogked in
half the time
• Large oven capacity-yet





• Bug 17.6 du. ft. food capacity
• Ice 'n Easy service bin for
cube storage
• Power-Saver energy switch
GE Dryer
• Remover:Air 'up $179913
front' lint litter
• Porcelain enamel
drum reSists scratches and corrosion
• Timed cycle selection or up to 190 minutes
&drying
GE Washer




top, lid and tub
• Large-Capecity wash basket
• Rugged trans'', isalon and motor
GE Convertible Dishwasher
19995
• Powerful two-level wash action
• Calrod water heating unit dual detergent
dispensers
• Caster-mounted br corwen.ence
a, no
Extra-Special Stockroom Values!






36666• ,00.• SO.• 0.4.ce,a,• go., Mel
8 IVa)s to Buy
• Casn • Goodyea• Revolving Charge • oe,c),,,
Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• ankArnericard • Americen E•presa Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Omen Club
-4 4.11 0,1.




Store Hours: 1:30 A.M. entil 6:00 P.M. Deily - 
Open Friday until 11:0p p.m.
315W. Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711
600 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-5464
100 S. Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000
